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Section 1
Executive Summary
1.1 Project Purpose
The Texas Commission on Environmental Quality (TCEQ) has required the State’s 24
Councils of Governments (COGs) to update their regional solid waste management
plans. As the entity designated by the Governor to be the regional planning agency for
solid waste management, the North Central Texas Council of Governments
(NCTCOG) is responsible for regional solid waste management planning in the North
Central Texas Region. The NCTCOG must comply with TCEQ’s direction in order to
participate in and benefit from TCEQ’s regional solid waste grants program.
TCEQ has directed the COGs to develop a process for review of municipal solid waste
(MSW) facility applications in the regional solid waste management plan for the
review of solid waste facility permit or registration applications. TCEQ has decided to
use the regional solid waste management plans and the COGs plan conformance
evaluation process as an opportunity to better deal with land use compatibility issues
and local community concerns pertaining to a proposed solid waste facility. In this
guidance, TCEQ has directed that the COGs’ regional plans “should identify those
factors that will be used by the applicant to evaluate whether a proposed MSW facility
application will demonstrate conformance with the regional plan.” 1 NCTCOG
already has a process in place to review solid waste facility permit or registration
applications.
It is important to note that the regional solid waste plans are advisory and nonregulatory. Therefore, the recommendation of the NCTCOG is provided to the TCEQ
to assist the TCEQ Commission in making a decision on the permit application.
In February 2004, NCTCOG retained the services of R. W. Beck, Inc., in association
with Chiang, Patel & Yerby, Inc., (project team), to conduct a regional and local
review of MSW facility applications study. The purpose of this study is to update the
existing evaluation process to meet the requirements of the TCEQ regarding the
regional process for review of MSW facility applications. The project team’s focus
during this study was to assist NCTCOG and the Resource Conservation Council
(RCC) in accomplishing the following goals:


Research options for a regional process for review of MSW facility applications;



Assist in developing the regional process for review of MSW facility applications
and criteria for municipal solid waste facilities in the North Central Texas Region,
as required by the Texas Commission on Environmental Quality (TCEQ);
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Identify and evaluate potential options for county decision making in land use and
facility siting;



Work with interested counties to examine potential implementation of the
identified county options; and



Develop a case study by providing technical assistance to one county (Navarro
County) in the region to implement a facility siting ordinance.

1.2 Project Approach
The project team developed a series of several key tasks that provided the foundation
for this study. The following tasks were utilized to conduct the study in a method that
ensured sufficient time for research and allowed for the disbursement of important
information to all parties as well as maximizing the opportunity to receive input from
the participating stakeholders.

1.2.1 Conduct Project Kick-off and County Roundtable
Subcommittee Meetings
The project team conducted the project kick-off meeting with NCTCOG staff and the
Assuring Capacity for Trash (ACT) Subcommittee on March 3, 2004.2 The meeting
served as a forum to confirm the scope of work and to initiate discussion between the
project team and the ACT Subcommittee.
The project team also met with the County Roundtable Subcommittee on March 17,
2004. During this meeting the project team provided an overview discussion of the
main tasks of the study and outlined the county involvement in the regional process of
review of MSW facility applications. The project team also received contacts for those
counties interested in participating in the study.

1.2.2 Research Options for a Regional Process for Review of
MSW Facility Applications
The project team conducted extensive research of existing regional reviews of MSW
facility applications and current TCEQ rules to obtain a critical understanding of the
various options available to NCTCOG. As part of this task, the project team evaluated
the process of four COGs that have already developed a facility siting review process
and conducted interviews with the COGs’ staff. The four COGs include Capital Area
Planning Council (CAPCO), Houston-Galveston Area Council (H-GAC), Middle Rio
Grande Development Council (MRGDC) and Panhandle Regional Planning
Commission (Panhandle). The project team examined the various elements of each of
these plans in order to assist NCTCOG in determining their role in the regional
process for review of MSW facility applications.
2

The ACT Subcommittee is a subcommittee of the RCC that is responsible for the consideration of
disposal-related issues.
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The project team also interviewed TCEQ staff to gain a greater understanding of the
background and goals of the regional process for review of MSW facility applications
from TCEQ’s perspective. The project team summarized the information and
conducted a workshop for the Assuring Capacity for Trash (ACT) Subcommittee for
initial discussion on May 6, 2004.

1.2.3 Conduct Survey
Based on comments provided during the discussion with the ACT Subcommittee, the
project team developed a written survey that was sent to all members of the Resource
Conservation Council (RCC), which represents:


Local governments (e.g. counties, cities, special districts);



Private and public sector landfill developers, owners and operators;



Citizens and representative organizations; and



Industry trade associations (e.g. Solid Waste Association of North America
(SWANA), Texas Association of Counties (TAC), National Solid Wastes
Management Association (NSWMA)).

The project team received 19 completed surveys out of the 28 members of the RCC,
which resulted in a response rate of 68%. As a part of conducting the survey, the
project team conducted follow-up interviews with members of the RCC in order to
clarify some of the input received through the survey.

1.2.4 Conduct ACT Subcommittee Meetings/Workshops
To continue soliciting input from the ACT Subcommittee, the project team facilitated
a series of meetings involving the ACT Subcommittee members. The purpose of these
meetings was to gain consensus among the various stakeholders on the recommended
process of review of MSW facility applications. The project team worked closely with
the ACT Subcommittee and NCTCOG staff to draft the regional process for review of
MSW facility applications that would be appropriate for the North Central Texas
Region.

1.2.5 Public Response Comments
Following receipt of the draft report, NCTCOG requested public comments and held a
public meeting to receive comments. Appendix D includes copies of the two written
responses NCTCOG received. After reviewing the comments received, the ACT
Subcommittee decided that they would not further address the comments because they
were consistent with issues that were addressed during the course of the project.

1.2.6 County Meeting Results
Following the development of the draft report, NCTCOG staff contacted elected
officials and staff at each of the 16 counties in the North Central Texas Region to
determine their interest in discussing county level facility siting options with
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NCTCOG staff and project team. Appendix E summarizes the results of these
meetings concerning how each county would like to proceed.

1.3 Regional Process for Review of MSW Facility
Applications Analysis
In Section 2, “Regional Process for Review of MSW Facility Applications Analysis,”
the project team focused on the evaluation of the options for a regional review of
MSW facility applications. Section 2 provides a detailed analysis of NCTCOG’s
options for updating the current regional process for review of MSW facility
applications in order to comply with TCEQ’s directions. Based on this analysis, the
project team has provided recommendations for the development of the NCTCOG’s
regional process for review of MSW facility applications. This process, which can be
included in the SEE Less Trash Regional Solid Waste Management Plan, is located in
Appendix A of this study. The basic steps for the review of MSW facility applications
process are presented in Table 1-1.
Table 1-1
Recommended Step-by-Step Process
Steps

Description of Steps

1: Voluntary Pre-Application
Review

Opportunity for applicant to obtain an understanding of the
process from NCTCOG staff.

2: Submit Request for a Facility
Application Review

Applicant provides required materials to the NCTCOG.

3: ACT Subcommittee Facility
Application Review

The Review Committee (ACT Subcommittee and up to
three ad hoc land use experts) evaluate materials and meet
to provide applicant with opportunity to present application.

4: Plan Review Recommendations

The Review Committee reaches one of several
recommendations and presents findings to the RCC for
approval.

5: Appeals Process

Applicant may file appeal to the NCTCOG’s Executive
Director.

6: Report on RCC Evaluation Findings

NCTCOG submits recommendation to TCEQ.

In addition, Section 2 provides the results of the survey discussed in Section 1.2.3.
The results of the survey provided the project team with guidance on how to develop
an appropriate process to evaluate land use and regional plan conformity. Based on
the responses from the survey, there is a strong consensus for the regional review of
MSW facility applications to address both the land use and regional plan conformance
issues.
Land use questions addressed in the process will primarily focus on land use issues
that are included in the TCEQ rules since TCEQ has directed each of the COGs to
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specifically address “land use compatibility and local facility siting concerns”3 as a
part of the plan regional review of MSW facility applications. Land use questions
have also been included for transportation, landfill height and aesthetics.
While there was a consensus to include questions concerning regional goals, there was
a need to determine which specific questions would be included in the process. Rather
than include a lengthy list of questions concerning regional goals, facility applicants
will need to describe how their proposed facility will contribute to the attainment of
the regional goals included in the SEE Less Trash Regional Solid Waste Management
Plan. Under this approach, there would be a need to recognize that individual
facilities alone will not be held responsible to meet these goals. However, solid waste
facilities represent an important component of an integrated solid waste management
system, and can contribute to the attainment of regional goals. Under this concept,
facilities would be expected to make a good faith effort to contribute to the attainment
of the regional solid waste goals.
The project team developed the following materials, located in the Appendix, to be
used during the regional process of review of MSW facility applications:


Appendix A “Regional Process for Review of MSW Facility Applications” –
detailed instructions on the process for all participating individuals. In addition,
the document provides guidelines for the Review Committee to consider during
the evaluation of each of the land use conformance questions;



Appendix B “Regional Review of MSW Facility Application Evaluation Form” –
form for the applicant to complete and submit to the NCTCOG; and



Appendix C “Regional Review of MSW Facility Application Recommendation
Form” – form to be completed by the Review Committee, approved by the RCC
and then submitted to the TCEQ.

1.4 Local Land Use Options
Over the course of the study, questions emerged regarding whether NCTCOG needs to
conduct a regional process for review of MSW facility applications if either of the
following two scenarios exists:


The county has adopted a solid waste facility ordinance consistent with the
requirements of §364.012 of the Texas Health and Safety Code; or



A city’s zoning regulations apply to the solid waste facility.

The requirements and procedures for adopting a county siting ordinance are addressed
in §364.012 of the Texas Health and Safety Code. This law states that the TCEQ may
not grant an application for a permit to process or dispose of municipal or industrial
solid waste in an area in which the processing or disposal of municipal or industrial
solid waste is prohibited by an ordinance, unless the ordinance affects an area where a
permit application (or other authorization) has been filed or a permit (or other
3

Source: TCEQ Correspondence from the Executive Director to each Council of Governments, March
4, 2003.
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authorization) has been issued by the TCEQ. This law does reinforce the finding from
the survey that the NCTCOG should defer to a local government’s ordinance. This
law also states that an ordinance cannot apply to areas of the county located in a
municipality or the extraterritorial jurisdiction (ETJ) of a municipality.
In cases where the facility is located within the limits of a city, the city may have
developed zoning regulations that would affect the land use compatibility of the
facility. In these cases, the NCTCOG would defer to and accept the local zoning
regulations for the land use conformance recommendation.
However, there will be some scenarios where the NCTCOG will need to make
recommendations concerning land use. For example, when a city does not have local
zoning or a county does not have a facility siting ordinance, the NCTCOG will need to
develop a land use conformance recommendation. Also, in cases where a facility is
located within the ETJ of a municipality, the NCTCOG will need to develop a land
use conformance recommendation since cities do not have zoning authority in their
ETJ and county siting ordinances can not apply to an ETJ.

1.5 County MSW Facility Siting Options
In Section 3, “County MSW Facility Siting Options,” the project team has focused on
addressing the options that may be available to Texas counties to address the siting of
municipal solid waste (MSW) facilities. These options include:


County solid waste facility ordinance;



Local solid waste management plan;



Pre-application review process by a local review committee; and



“No action” by a Commissioner’s Court.

During the research for this section, the project team found that the county solid waste
facility ordinance is the only option where a county can designate suitable and
unsuitable MSW facility locations within the county. With a properly implemented,
ordinance the NCTCOG will defer to and accept the county’s ordinance when making
a land use conformance recommendation.

1.5.1 Navarro County Case Study
Navarro County, as part of the North Central Texas Region, has decided to take steps
toward developing and adopting a local siting ordinance. Using solid waste grant
funds, NCTCOG retained the services of R. W. Beck, in association with Chiang,
Patel & Yerby, Inc., to assist Navarro County. The Navarro County Solid Waste
Facility Siting Ordinance Case Study is provided in Appendix F.
Upon adoption, this ordinance will give the county greater control over potential solid
waste siting issues within its jurisdiction by allowing the county to prohibit the
disposal of municipal or industrial solid waste within the county where disposal would
represent a threat to public health, safety and welfare.
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1.6 How to Use This Study
The project team developed this study with the intention that it would serve as a
reference for entities involved in the siting of municipal solid waste facilities in the
North Central Texas Region. The project team would especially encourage MSW
facility applicants and members of the RCC and ACT Subcommittee to reference
Section 2 to gain an understanding of the process required to complete and evaluate
the regional process for review of MSW facility applications. County officials can use
Section 3 to understand viable options to address siting issues at the county level.

1.7 Acknowledgements
The project team would like to express its appreciation to the many people throughout
the North Central Texas Region who contributed to the development of this study. To
conduct this study, the project team conducted surveys and interviews with solid waste
industry professionals. The project team appreciates the time and effort taken by these
individuals to provide valuable information. The project team would also like to thank
staff at NCTCOG who provided significant input, data and coordination efforts for the
project.
This study was funded through a solid waste management grant provided by the Texas
Commission on Environmental Quality through the North Central Texas Council of
Governments. This funding does not necessarily indicate endorsement or support of
the study’s findings and recommendations.
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Section 2
Regional Process for Review of MSW Facility
Applications Analysis
2.1 Responsibility of COGs
The TCEQ has required the State’s 24 Councils of Governments to update their
regional solid waste management plans. As the entity designated by the Governor to
be regional planning agency for solid waste management, the North Central Texas
Council of Governments (NCTCOG) is responsible for regional solid waste
management planning in the North Central Texas Region. The NCTCOG must
comply with TCEQ’s direction in order to participate in and benefit from TCEQ’s
regional solid waste grants program.
TCEQ has directed the COGs to develop a process for review of municipal solid waste
(MSW) facility applications in the regional solid waste management plan for the
review of solid waste facility permit or registration applications. TCEQ has decided to
use the regional solid waste management plans and the COGs plan conformance
evaluation process as an opportunity to better deal with land use compatibility issues
and local community concerns pertaining to a proposed solid waste facility. In this
guidance, TCEQ has directed that the COGs’ regional plans “should identify those
factors that will be used by the applicant to evaluate whether a proposed MSW facility
application will demonstrate conformance with the regional plan.” 1
NCTCOG already has a process in place to review solid waste facility permit or
registration applications. The purpose of this study is to update the existing evaluation
process to meet the requirements of the TCEQ regarding the regional process for
review of MSW facility applications. It is important to note that the regional solid
waste plans are advisory and non-regulatory. Therefore, the recommendation of the
NCTCOG is provided to the TCEQ to assist the TCEQ Commission in making a
decision on the permit application.
This section describes the analysis employed by the project team and provides
associated recommendations. In addition, the project team developed the following
materials, located in the Appendix, to be used during the regional process of review of
MSW facility applications:


1

Appendix A “Regional Process for Review of MSW Facility Applications” –
detailed instructions on the process for all participating individuals. In addition,
the document provides guidelines for the Review Committee to consider during
the evaluation of each of the land use conformance questions;
Source: TCEQ Correspondence from the Executive Director to each COG, March 4, 2003.
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Appendix B “Regional Review of MSW Facility Application Evaluation Form” –
form for the applicant to complete and submit to the NCTCOG; and



Appendix C “Regional Review of MSW Facility Application Recommendation
Form” – form to be completed by the Review Committee, approved by the RCC
and then submitted to the TCEQ.

2.1.1 Project Approach
To ensure the development of a logical and acceptable regional process for review of
MSW facility applications, there was a need to conduct research and gather input from
the multiple stakeholders in the NCTCOG region. The first step included researching
the current processes for review of MSW facility applications already established by
other COGs in Texas. The R. W. Beck project team (project team) summarized the
information and presented it to the Assuring Capacity for Trash (ACT) Subcommittee
for initial discussion.
Based on comments provided during the discussion with the ACT Subcommittee, the
project team developed a survey that was sent to members of the Resource
Conservation Council (RCC), which represents:


Local governments (e.g. counties, cities, special districts);



Private and public sector landfill developers, owners and operators;



Citizens and representative organizations; and



Industry trade associations (e.g. Solid Waste Association of North America
(SWANA), Texas Association of Counties (TAC), National Solid Wastes
Management Association (NSWMA)).

Of the 28 members of the RCC, 19 completed the survey, which resulted in a response
rate of 68%. The project team also conducted further research and analysis including
literature reviews, follow-up interviews with members of the RCC and other solid
waste industry experts, and further discussions with other COGs.
The project team found that several key elements needed to be addressed when
developing a regional process for review of MSW facility applications for NCTCOG.
These key elements will be discussed throughout this section of the report:


Step-by-Step Process;



Application Content;



Factors for Consideration;



Evaluation of the Factors for Consideration;



Review Committee; and



Timeline.
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2.2 Overview of the Processes Utilized by the Other
COGs
Currently, four COGs have developed a regional process for review of MSW facility
applications. The four COGs include Capital Area Planning Council (CAPCO),
Houston-Galveston Area Council (H-GAC), Middle Rio Grande Development Council
(MRGDC) and Panhandle Regional Planning Commission (Panhandle). The project
team examined the elements and the processes in place by these COGs to assist
NCTCOG in determining its potential options for a regional process for review of
MSW facility applications. This section compares the regional processes of the four
COGs, and is organized by the primary parts of a review of MSW facility applications.

2.2.1 Step-by-Step Process
The four COGs have implemented the same basic steps for conducting the regional
process for review of MSW facility applications in their regions. The specific
approach to conducting some of these steps may vary between COGs. These
differences are discussed later in this section. The basic steps utilized are presented in
Table 2-1.
Table 2-1
Step-by-Step Process
Steps

Description of Steps

1: Voluntary Pre-Application
Review

Opportunity for applicant to obtain an understanding of the
process from COG staff.

2: Submit Request for a Facility
Application Review

Applicant provides required materials to the COG.

3: Facility Application
Review

Reviewing body evaluates materials and meets to provide
applicant with opportunity to present application.

4: Report on Findings

COG reaches one of several recommendations and may
present findings to COG Board for approval.

5: Appeals Process

Applicant may file appeal to the COG’s Executive Director.

6: Submittal of Findings

COG submits recommendation to TCEQ.

2.2.2 Application Content
During the comparison of the COGs’ processes, the project team found that certain
basic information is required by all of the COGs. This information includes:


Cover letter with contact information;



Parts 1 and 2 of TCEQ MSW permit application filing forms; and

R. W. Beck
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Conformance checklist or form.2

Some additional information is requested by some, but not all, of the COGs. This
information includes:


Map of physical location;



Compliance history within region and/or Texas;



One page summary assessing compatibility with regional plan; and



Complete TCEQ permit application.

2.2.3 Factors for Consideration
Multiple factors for consideration are included by the other COGs in the MSW facility
application evaluation form to provide a basis for the recommendation that the COGs
will provide to the TCEQ. Factors for consideration addressed by the other COGs
include the following general categories:


Land use;



Waste minimization (e.g. recycling);



Solid waste management system efficiency and effectiveness;



Capacity and disposal operations;



Use of local resources; and



Illegal dumping.

Among the four COGs researched, there are two basic approaches used to determine
the factors to be included in the evaluation process for the siting of a solid waste
facility.


The first approach is a predominantly land use focus, but does address regional
goals at a planning level.



The second approach focuses on both land use factors and more detailed
conformance with regional goals.

One of the most debatable decisions that the COGs must make in developing the
process for review of MSW facility applications is the identification of the appropriate
factors to be considered in the evaluation.

2.2.4 Evaluation of the Factors for Consideration
The process used to evaluate regional plan conformity is not consistent between the
COGs. In general each of the COGs has developed a checklist that is used to identify
the issues that will be addressed during the process. To date, each COG has evaluated
facility applications based on an overall evaluation, without developing extensive
2

A conformance checklist or form provides an applicant with all of the questions that need to be
answered through the regional process for review of MSW facility applications.
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specific evaluation criteria. Two COGs, H-GAC and CAPCO, have tried varying
approaches to standardize the evaluation process in an effort to reduce the potential for
subjectivity and make the evaluation more objective.
Recognizing the need to clarify or improve H-GAC’s process, the H-GAC’s Solid
Waste Management Committee established a Landfill Siting Criteria Subcommittee.3
In 2002, this committee examined H-GAC’s process and tried to find an objective
process for evaluating the siting of a solid waste facility in the region. The
subcommittee was not able to develop specific numerical evaluation criteria for a
number of factors for consideration due to the multiple and complex issues that must
be considered. For example, the subcommittee did not believe that there should be a
maximum height review criteria, but that evaluations should focus on screening and
visibility issues. At the end of their review, the subcommittee recommended changes
to H-GAC’s process, and developed some guidelines to assist staff in their decision
making.
Due to concerns expressed to CAPCO regarding its evaluation process, CAPCO is
currently in the process of considering revisions to its evaluation process. Based on
information provided by CAPCO staff, CAPCO is working on the development of
some type of score sheet to be used in the evaluation process. CAPCO expects to
present this score sheet in November 2004.
Several of the other COGs include public input as a part of their process of review of
MSW facility applications. Specifically, H-GAC and CAPCO include in their review
considerations the right to solicit comments from local governments, individual and
organizations located within the proposed facility’s impact area when considering the
general land use compatibility factor.

2.2.5 Review Committee
The review committee is responsible for evaluating the solid waste facility to
determine conformance with the regional plan. Again, the four COGs have basically
taken two different approaches to creating the review committee.


The first model places a great deal of responsibility for the review process on the
COG staff. The Executive Board or a subcommittee of the Executive Board votes
on the approval of the staff recommendation.



The second model relies on the COG’s Solid Waste Advisory Committee
(SWAC) or equivalent committee (e.g. RCC for the NCTCOG) to conduct the
evaluation and recommendation for the facility siting in their region. The
Executive Board may or may not be a part of the recommendation process.

2.2.6 Timeline
The timeline for an applicant to request a regional review of MSW facility is primarily
based on where the applicant is in the TCEQ permitting process. Once the application
3

This subcommittee included representation from private solid waste management companies, local
government staff, elected officials and citizens.
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is submitted, TCEQ conducts a general review of completeness and determines if the
application is deficient in any manner. After this review and any deficiencies are
corrected, the application is considered “administratively complete.” The next step in
the TCEQ process is a technical review with an estimated timeframe of 54 days to
complete the initial review. Once TCEQ completes its technical review, and the
applicant has corrected any deficiencies, the application is considered to be
“technically complete.” The final stage of the TCEQ process includes completing a
final draft permit, publishing notices and conducting hearings, if requested.
H-GAC is currently the only COG that has directly specified that they conduct their
evaluation after the application is deemed “technically complete.” Per discussions
with H-GAC staff, their process includes sending a letter to TCEQ stating that they
have received notice of the application but they will not conduct the review until after
it is “technically complete.” At the point that the application is “technically
complete,” H-GAC staff have 30 days to complete the review and make a
recommendation to the H-GAC Board. All of the other COGs have not distinguished
between “technically” and “administratively complete” for their review. They have
only detailed that Parts 1 and 2 of the TCEQ Application need to be completed and
provided as a part of the application packet.
The recommended NCTCOG review committee is comprised of the ACT
Subcommittee and ad-hoc land use experts as discussed in Subsection 2.3.5. This
make-up of a review committee provides for greater representation of solid waste
professionals; however, it does tend to require more time to conduct an evaluation
compared to H-GAC, in which the staff is responsible for the evaluation. Therefore,
the project team believes that NCTCOG’s review should occur earlier than H-GAC.

2.3 Analysis of NCTCOG Options
After evaluating the processes in place by the other four COGs, the project team
conducted a workshop for members of the ACT Subcommittee to receive input and
direction on next steps. Based on the results of this workshop, the project team
developed a written survey to seek input on the development of a MSW facility
applications review process for the NCTCOG region. This survey was sent to all
members of the RCC.
During preliminary analysis of the completed surveys, the project team observed
distinctions between the responses from the operators of public/private landfills
(landfill participants) that participated in the survey compared to the non-landfill
operator survey participants (non-landfill participants). Therefore, the project team
analyzed the survey results in multiple ways, as follows:


Public/private landfill survey participants;



Non-landfill survey participants; and



All survey participants.

The survey was essential in providing a method that the stakeholders could easily use
to communicate their comments and concerns regarding the regional process for
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review of MSW facility applications. It also provided the project team with a basic
understanding of the various issues and opinions that surround the implementation of a
regional process for review of MSW facility applications. However, the project team
did not rely exclusively on the survey results as the only basis in determining the
recommendations for the development of NCTCOG’s regional process of review of
MSW facility applications. In cases where the project team recognized the need to
conduct further analysis, the following types of research were completed:


Interviews with members of the RCC and other solid waste industry experts;



Review of correspondence, policy papers and regulations from the TCEQ that
address the regional siting issue;



Review of Texas statutes;



Further discussions with other COGs to clarify issues; and



Literature review of efforts outside of the State of Texas to develop a regional
process of review of MSW facility applications.

Based on this comprehensive review, the project team thoroughly evaluated all of the
options, and developed the recommendations for the process of review of MSW
facility applications that are most appropriate for the NCTCOG. The project team
would emphasize that there were multiple issues where a majority of survey
participants responded one way, but the project team’s final recommendation is not
completely consistent with the survey majority. These recommendations are detailed
in Subsection 2.4.

2.3.1 Step-by-Step Process
The project team found that a vast majority of all survey participants agreed with the
steps of the regional process of review of MSW facility applications, previously
identified in Subsection 2.2.1. Approximately 85% of the survey participants would
accept the regional review process, if it is decided that the NCTCOG must conduct its
own regional process of review of MSW facility applications. Table 2-2 summarizes
the survey results for the proposed steps of the process.
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Table 2-2
Step-by-Step Process Survey Responses
Voluntary
PreApplication
Review

Submit
Request for
Review

Facility
Application
Review

Report on
Findings to
Executive
Board

Appeals
Process

Submittal of
Findings to
TCEQ

Strongly
Agree

32%

47%

50%

42%

42%

47%

Agree

47%

47%

44%

42%

42%

47%

Disagree

11%

0%

0%

11%

11%

0%

Strongly
Disagree

11%

5%

6%

5%

5%

5%

The only step of the process that received a material percentage of “disagree” or
“strongly disagree” responses from the landfill participants was the Voluntary PreApplication Review. Upon further discussion with several survey respondents during
interviews, they generally stated that they did not believe that they should be required
to participate in this step. However, after emphasizing that the step is voluntary, they
were more inclined to include this step in the process.

2.3.2 Application Content
The survey asked participants to evaluate whether the proposed application content, as
identified in Subsection 2.2.2, would be acceptable. A vast majority of survey
participants “agreed” or “strongly agreed” with including the following application
content:


Cover letter with contact information;



Parts 1 and 2 of TCEQ MSW permit application filing forms;



Conformance checklist or form;



Map of physical location; and



One page summary assessing compatibility with regional plan.

For two issues, survey responses varied substantially when comparing the landfill and
non-landfill participants, as follows:


2-8

Full TCEQ permit application: Overall, 67% of all survey participants agreed with
including the full application. Of the landfill participants, 57% responded that
they “disagreed” or “strongly disagreed” with including the full TCEQ permit
application. Through further analysis, including an evaluation of which factors
for consideration to include, it appears that requiring permit applicants to only
submit Parts 1 and 2 of the TCEQ MSW permit application filing forms should be
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sufficient to address the issues that are recommended to be reviewed through the
regional process of review of MSW facility applications.


Compliance history within region and/or Texas: Overall, 79% of survey
participants “agreed” or “strongly agreed” with including this information.
However, 57% of landfill participants “disagreed” or “strongly disagreed.”
During interviews, several RCC members voiced concerns about including this
information since it is already evaluated by the TCEQ in the permitting process.
Within Title 30 of the Texas Administrative Code (TAC) Chapter 60:
Compliance History addresses the issue of compliance history for various types of
facilities regulated by the TCEQ, including the issuance and amendment of MSW
permits.

2.3.3 Factors for Consideration
Subsection 2.3.3.1 details the survey responses regarding NCTCOG’s role in the
review of MSW facility applications when local zoning or siting ordinances exist. The
project team’s next step was to conduct an analysis of the factors for consideration to
determine what issues or factors should be included in the regional process for review
of MSW facility applications.
This evaluation included questions to obtain a fundamental understanding of whether
to focus only on land use issues or to include regional goals, or other detailed
questions concerning specific topics to include (e.g. maximum landfill height,
composting operation, public education programs).
Responses from all survey participants were relatively consistent concerning the
overall approach whether to focus only on land use issues or to include land use and
regional goals.


Of all participants, 84% (71% of landfill participants and 92% of non-landfill
participants) “disagreed” or “strongly disagreed” that “land use factors should be
the only consideration in the recommendation process of a solid waste facility
siting review.” Based on this response, there was a strong preference for the
factors for consideration to address regional goals in addition to land use.



Concerning goals from the regional solid waste management plan, 95% of all
participants (86% of landfill participants and 100% of non-landfill participants)
“agreed” or “strongly agreed” to include these goals as a part of the conformity
evaluation process.

Based on the responses to these two survey questions, it appears that there is a strong
consensus for the regional process for review of MSW facility applications to address
both land use and regional goal issues. After reaching an understanding on this issue,
the next task was to determine how to specifically develop questions concerning land
use and goals from the regional plan.
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2.3.3.1 Local Land Use Options
Over the course of the study, questions emerged regarding whether NCTCOG needs to
conduct a regional process for review of MSW facility applications if either of these
two scenarios exists:


The county has adopted a solid waste facility ordinance consistent with the
requirements of §364.012 of the Texas Health and Safety Code; or



A city’s zoning regulations apply to the solid waste facility.

The project team included questions in the survey to help clarify what process the
stakeholders would want to implement in this situation.
Approximately 56% (29% of landfill participants and 73% non-landfill participants) of
the survey participants responded that the NCTCOG should still conduct its own
regional review of MSW facility applications even if the city or county provides a
recommendation. In addition to being a fairly split response for NCTCOG conducting
its own evaluation, the project team could not determine to what detail the evaluation
should be conducted. The next question asked the survey participants to agree or
disagree with the following statement: “NCTCOG should defer to and agree with the
city’s or county’s recommendation.”
Overall, 67% (71% of landfill participants and 63% non-landfill participants) of the
survey participants “strongly agreed” or “agreed” that the NCTCOG should defer to
and agree with the city’s or county’s recommendation. This response provided a
clearer picture that the applicant should still submit a request for a regional MSW
facility applications review along with the requested application materials. However,
the NCTCOG should defer to and agree with the city’s or county’s recommendation
related to zoning or siting as long as it is verified that the zoning or county ordinance
was developed in accordance with state law. A county ordinance can not be adopted
to affect facilities where a facility application has already been filed with the TCEQ or
where a facility already exists.
It is important to emphasize that NCTCOG can have a role in educating cities and
counties on the reasons for developing local siting criteria or facility siting ordinances.
TCEQ has stated that it “would not be appropriate for the plans (regional solid waste
plans) to include strict siting criteria, since that is the role of the cities and counties
through zoning or land use siting ordinances.”4 TCEQ has recommended that the
COGs “encourage land use siting ordinances, especially in these regions where limited
land use control in counties may be a priority issue.”5
The requirements and procedures for adopting a county siting ordinance are addressed
in §364.012 of the Texas Health and Safety Code. This law states that the TCEQ may
not grant an application for a permit to process or dispose of municipal or industrial
solid waste in an area in which the processing or disposal of municipal or industrial
solid waste is prohibited by an ordinance, unless the ordinance affects an area where a
4

Source: TCEQ Correspondence from the Executive Director to each Council of Governments, March
4, 2003.
5
Source: Ibid.
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permit application (or other authorization) has been filed or a permit (or other
authorization) has been issued by the TCEQ. This law does reinforce the finding from
the survey that the NCTCOG should defer to a local government’s ordinance. This
law also states that an ordinance cannot apply to areas of the county located in a
municipality or the extraterritorial jurisdiction (ETJ) of a municipality.
In cases where the facility is located within the limits of a city, the city may have
developed zoning regulations that would affect the land use compatibility of the
facility. In these cases, the NCTCOG would defer to and accept the local zoning
regulations for the land use conformance recommendation.
However, there will be some scenarios where the NCTCOG will need to make
recommendations concerning land use. For example, when a city does not have local
zoning or a county does not have a facility siting ordinance, the NCTCOG will need to
develop a land use conformance recommendation. Also, in cases where a facility is
located within the ETJ of a municipality, the NCTCOG will need to develop a land
use conformance recommendation since cities do not have zoning authority in their
ETJ and county siting ordinances can not apply to an ETJ.
In addition to local zoning authority and solid waste facility siting ordinances, the
project team evaluated other potential options that cities and counties have to address
the siting of municipal solid waste facilities, which include:


Local solid waste management plan that would address land use goals/objectives
and siting criteria (§363.063 of the Health and Safety Code); and



Voluntary pre-application process by a local review committee (§361.063 of the
Health and Safety Code and Rule §330.50 of the 30 Texas Administrative Code).

Both of these options can provide opportunities for the cities and/or counties to
become involved in the facility siting process. The pre-application process has not
been used to date and may not address the land use issues to the specification that
needs to be undertaken. In addition, both the local solid waste management plan and
the pre-application process are advisory and non-regulatory. Therefore, unlike the
county solid waste facility ordinance, TCEQ is not obligated to follow these
recommendations. Section 3 County MSW Facility Siting Options provides more
detailed information on these options.

2.3.3.2 Land Use
Survey participants recognized the importance of addressing many of the land use
issues presented in the survey. Table 2-3, which presents those responses, shows that
a majority of survey participants “strongly agreed” or “agreed” with including all of
the questions addressed.
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Table 2-3

Land Use Survey Responses
Land Use Issue

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Existing Zoning or Siting Restrictions

58%

42%

0%

0%

Impact of Operational/Management Practices
on Adjacent and Surrounding Land Uses

42%

42%

11%

5%

Height: Maximum Fill Height, Comparison to
Surrounding Elevations

47%

32%

11%

11%

Impact on Traffic

42%

37%

16%

5%

Existing or Proposed Development Plans

26%

42%

26%

5%

Description of Current Land Use

26%

74%

0%

0%

Aesthetically Acceptable

21%

42%

32%

5%

Environmentally Sensitive Features

32%

58%

5%

5%

Underground / Surface Water Documentation

37%

42%

11%

11%

Airport Concerns

16%

63%

5%

16%

However, among the landfill survey participants, the following land use factors were
marked as “disagree” or “strongly disagree” by a majority:


Height: Maximum Fill Height and Comparison to Surrounding Elevations;



Impact on Traffic;



Existing or Proposed Development Plans; and



Aesthetically Acceptable.

In addition the landfill participants appear to be split on including the factors that
discuss impact of operational/management practices on adjacent and surrounding land
uses and underground/surface water documentation.
Based upon interviews with some survey participants and responses provided during
the survey, the project team found that some of these items were marked “disagree” or
“strongly disagree” by the landfill participants because they believed that the
information is already required to be provided to TCEQ through the application
process. To address this concern, the project team conducted further research to
understand which land use review responsibilities are to be addressed by the COGs
through the process of review of MSW facility applications versus the TCEQ through
the permitting process.
The TCEQ has directed each of the COGs to specifically address “land use
compatibility and local facility siting concerns”6 as a part of the plan MSW facility
applications review. TCEQ has specifically directed each COG to address the
following land use issues that are included in §330.53(b)(8) of the TCEQ’s rules:
6

Source: TCEQ Correspondence from the Executive Director to each Council of Governments, March
4, 2003.
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(A) Zoning at the site and in the vicinity. If the site requires approval as a
nonconforming use or a special permit from the local government having
jurisdiction, a copy of such approval shall be submitted;
(B) Character of surrounding land uses within one mile of the proposed facility;
(C) Growth trends of the nearest community with directions of major development;
(D) Proximity to residences and other uses (e.g., schools, churches, cemeteries,
historic structures and sites, archaeologically significant sites, sites having
exceptional aesthetic quality, etc.). Give the approximate number of residences
and business establishments within one mile of the proposed facility including
the distances and directions to the nearest residences and businesses; and
(E) Description and discussion of all known wells within 500 feet of the proposed
site.
While not specifically mentioned in the directive from TCEQ to the COGs, §330.53
(9), as follows, includes issues that seem to be appropriate for the COGs to address
since they focus on transportation, which is related to land use:
(A) Provide data on the availability and adequacy of roads that the applicant will
use to access the site;
(B) Provide data on the volume of vehicular traffic on access roads within one mile
of the proposed facility, both existing and expected, during the expected life of
the proposed facility; and
(C) Project the volume of traffic expected to be generated by the facility on the
access roads within one mile of the proposed facility.
The survey results reinforce including transportation questions in the evaluation, as
79% of all survey participants “strongly agreed” or “agreed” with the need to address
the impact on traffic.
There are several technical siting issues that TCEQ must address as a part of its permit
application review, as required by Subtitle D. In an effort to reduce redundancy and
opportunities for inconsistency between NCTCOG and the TCEQ, the following
issues are addressed by the TCEQ and do not need to be included in the regional
MSW facility applications review:


Airport Safety;



Floodplains;



Wetlands;



Fault Areas;



Seismic Impact Zones; and



Unstable Areas.

The only land use issues that are not specifically addressed in the TCEQ rules or
Subtitle D relate to landfill height and aesthetics. The project team concluded that
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these issues should still be included in the review process since they are key factors in
determining land use conformance.

2.3.3.3 Regional Goals
Throughout the survey, RCC members recognized the need for the regional review of
MSW facility applications to address regional goals. While there was consensus
concerning the need to address regional goals, there was significant disparity among
survey participants concerning which specific factors related to regional goals to
include in the MSW facility applications review process. In the survey, the project
team provided a list of factors for consideration addressing conformance with regional
goals compiled from the other COGs. Based on the fact that the focus on regional
goals must be specific to the goals in NCTCOG’s regional solid waste management
plan, the project team removed any factors for consideration that are not specific to
NCTCOG’s goals.
The following portions of this section present evaluations of potential factors for
consideration based on the NCTCOG’s three regional solid waste management goals:
Time to Recycle; Stop Illegal Dumping and Assuring Capacity for Trash.
Time to Recycle
Survey participants were divided concerning how to address waste
minimization issues. In general, non-landfill participants “strongly agreed” or
“agreed” with including questions about specific waste minimization activities
(e.g. recycling, composting, public awareness, etc.) while landfill participants
“strongly disagreed” or “disagreed.” Furthermore, 58% of the landfill
participants also noted that they “disagree” or “strongly disagree” that the solid
waste facility should “take a proactive role in assisting the NCTCOG in
meeting their regional waste minimization goals.”
Stop Illegal Dumping
Responses to the illegal dumping questions were somewhat similar to the
answers to the waste minimization questions. Again, there was a disparity in
the responses from landfill and non-landfill survey participants for most
questions. There were, however, some questions where a majority of both
landfill and non-landfill participants agreed to include in the MSW facility
applications review process, as follows:


Participation/Sponsorship of Community Clean-up Events; and



Public Education.

Assuring Capacity for Trash
Responses to the disposal questions were somewhat similar to the answers to
the waste minimization and illegal dumping questions. Again, there was a
disparity in the responses from landfill and non-landfill survey participants for
most questions. There was, however, one question where a majority of both
landfill and non-landfill participants agreed to include in the MSW facility
applications review process. This question focused on public participation in
the siting and permitting process.
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The project team furthered the research on this topic to understand TCEQ’s
policy concerning capacity issues. Based on discussions with TCEQ staff,
capacity issues can be considered to demonstrate the need for a facility, but
cannot be used as a basis against a facility.
With a significant disparity of responses between landfill and non-landfill survey
participants, the project team focused on how to include questions concerning the
regional goals in a manner that would ideally result in consensus. The primary
concern from the landfill participants focused on how a facility applicant would be
evaluated with respect to issues involving waste minimization, illegal dumping and
capacity. For example, questions were raised about how a landfill can be responsible
for stopping illegal dumping activities that occur in the general community or should a
landfill be held accountable for recycling materials that are already commingled with
the waste stream.
Rather than include a lengthy list of questions concerning regional goals, the
NCTCOG could ask facility applicants to describe how their proposed facility will
contribute to the attainment of the regional goals. Under this approach, there would be
a need to recognize that individual facilities alone will not be held responsible to meet
these goals. However, solid waste facilities represent an important component of an
integrated solid waste management system, and can contribute to the attainment of
regional goals. Under this concept, facilities would be expected to make a good faith
effort to contribute to the attainment of the regional solid waste goals.
To assist in the completion of this information, examples of activities/programs that
could be implemented to assist in the attainment of these regional goals could be listed
for each of the regional goals. These examples would be based directly on objectives
included in the SEE Less Trash Regional Solid Waste Management Plan. Please refer
to the “Regional Review of MSW Facility Application Evaluation Form” provided in
Appendix B for an example of how to address this issue.

2.3.4 Evaluation of Factors for Consideration
The review committee must determine whether the application is in conformance with
the regional plan. The goal of the evaluation is to be as fair and objective as possible
given the nature of the evaluation. The project team included a question in the survey
to determine if there was one particular evaluation method that is favored by the
survey participants. The survey respondents were evenly split between the options
described in the survey, as noted in Table 2-4.
The biggest challenge for NCTCOG and its committees will be determining the
appropriate method for evaluation of the identified factors for consideration. Based on
the survey results, interviews and research, there is no conclusive preferred method.
Without consensus from the options provided, the project team reexamined some of
the other COGs’ current evaluation processes in order to develop a process that
provides for an objective review. However, the project team did recognize that there
will still be some subjectivity.
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Table 2-4
Methods to Evaluate Factors for Consideration Survey Responses
Method

Percentage in Favor

Majority of Factors for Consideration are met

22%

Weighted average of Factors for Consideration that are met exceed a
specified level (i.e. numerical score)

22%

Specific (previously identified) Factors for Consideration are met

33%

Majority vote of review committee (no specific criteria for evaluation)

22%

Some of the other COGs have implemented an evaluation of the application based on
the overall merits of the application content. The project team recognizes that some
may interpret this as being too subjective. H-GAC has limited its evaluation to focus
primarily on land use related factors for consideration. In addition, H-GAC’s Landfill
Siting Criteria Subcommittee developed some guidelines for H-GAC staff to use
during the evaluation process. Finally, CAPCO is working on developing a score
sheet that would be used to evaluate a facility’s conformance with the regional plan.7
Based on the efforts of both CAPCO and H-GAC, the project team recognizes that
NCTCOG may benefit from developing specific guidelines for use during the
evaluation process. The development of objective criteria would provide an applicant
with an understanding of what must be done to meet the conformance requirements.
The project team has provided some basic guidelines for the ACT Subcommittee to
consider during the evaluation of each of the land use conformance questions in the
“Regional Review of MSW Facility Application Evaluation Form.” The guidelines
assist the ACT Subcommittee and applicants with understanding the focus and issues
for each question.
Another important aspect of the evaluation process is to solicit information from local
governments and individuals who will potentially be impacted by the siting of a solid
waste facility. Based on discussions with interested stakeholders, the project team
recommends that the NCTCOG include public input as a part of the regional review of
MSW facility applications. While the TCEQ permitting process allows for formal
public input, the TCEQ has directed the COGs to determine conformance with the
regional plan (including land use conformance from a regional perspective).
Therefore, it is important for the COGs to receive written public input during the
regional process for review of MSW facility applications.
In addition, the ACT Subcommittee decided that posting a notice for public input
would be important to include in the process. One of the suggestions was to include
the NCTCOG public input notice with the already established TCEQ public input

7

The project team has concerns regarding the development of a score sheet as it may allow the
applicant or opponents to find “loop-holes” in the score sheet and be able to receive a positive
recommendation when they may not necessarily meet the land use and regional goals of the NCTCOG,
or vice versa.
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notice.8 The project team discussed this possibility with TCEQ staff. Staff from
TCEQ stated that it would be confusing for the public to know where to send
comments. In addition, TCEQ staff noted that the NCTCOG public input notice was
not in the TCEQ rules and therefore, the applicant should not have to fund the cost of
publishing the notification. Based on comments from TCEQ staff, if the NCTCOG
wanted to post a notice, then the NCTCOG would be responsible for the cost.

2.3.5 Review Committee
There are five different roles in the regional process for review of MSW facility
applications, which include:


Facilitate – ensures that the review process is handled effectively and efficiently;



Evaluate – evaluates
recommendation;



Recommend – determines whether to approve the recommendation of the
evaluator;



Appeal – handles the appeals process and determines if there is validity to the
appeal; and



Final – renders final decision on the appeal.

the

application

and

determines

an

appropriate

Based on discussions during the initial workshop with the ACT Subcommittee, a list
of potential committees or individuals were identified. This list of individuals was
included in the survey in order to analyze the preferences of the stakeholders. The
individuals or committees identified included:


NCTCOG staff;



ACT Subcommittee;



RCC;



Land Use Experts Committee;



Government Applications Review Committee;



NCTCOG Executive Director; and



NCTCOG Executive Board.

Based on the survey results, 95% of the participants agreed that the NCTCOG staff
should facilitate the regional process of review of MSW facility applications. A total
of 89% of the survey participants marked that they want multiple entities involved in
the role of evaluator with 89% for the involvement of the ACT Subcommittee and
79% for the involvement of the Land Use Experts Committee. The Land Use Experts
Committee would be created specifically to address the land use issues associated with
the regional process of review of MSW facility applications. The committee would
consist of land use experts in the region.
8

TCEQ requires notification via §39.418 of the 30 Texas Administrative Code when the permit
application is filed and declared “administratively complete.”
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The highest percentage of votes for an entity to be involved in the recommendation
piece of the review was 68% for the ACT Subcommittee and the RCC.
In addition, approximately 53% of the survey participants wanted to see the
Government Applications Review Committee also involved in both the evaluation and
recommendation pieces of the review.
The NCTCOG Executive Director received the highest percentage of participants who
want that position to lead the appeals process of the MSW facility application review.
Finally, the NCTCOG Executive Board received the majority of the votes for the
Board to be involved in the final recommendation of the appeals process.
A few of the survey questions were included to assist the project team in determining
the desired rules and policies of the review committee. The first question asked the
survey participant on whether they agree or disagree with the following statement,
“Facility siting review committee should be limited to asking questions that are listed
on the factors for considerations identified within NCTCOG’s review process.”
Overall, the survey respondents were evenly divided on this response. The landfill
survey participants did have a higher percentage of respondents that agreed with the
statement.
Another survey question was to determine whether it should be necessary for the
review committee to be required to have a quorum before holding a solid waste
facility review evaluation. A total of 95% of the survey respondents are of the opinion
that “a quorum must be present for the facility application review committee to decide
upon a recommendation.”
During the initial information gathering for the project, concerns regarding the issue of
review committee members having a potential “conflict of interest” were voiced. The
survey participants unanimously agreed that “conflict of interest” is an issue that needs
to be taken into consideration. However, the responses were split on how to solve the
potential “conflict of interest” and provide a fair and objective evaluation. The
majority of the survey participants were in agreement that the committee review
members are to make recommendation based on only the factors for consideration
identified during this process and that committee members should recuse themselves if
they feel that they have a conflict of interest with the application. The survey
respondents were split on whether or not it was appropriate to allow the other
committee members the right to recuse another member.

2.3.6 Timeline
The survey results did not provide the project team with a clear preference for the
timeline of the evaluation process in reference to the TCEQ process. TCEQ has
encouraged the COGs to conduct the evaluation as soon in the TCEQ application
process as possible.9 The project team recognizes that based on the recommended
application content and the factors for consideration analysis, the NCTCOG only
needs to have the portions of Parts 1 and 2 of the permit application that includes
general information, land use and transportation issues. Table 2-5 provides the
9

Source: TCEQ Correspondence from the Executive Director to each COG, March 4, 2003.
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outcomes of project team’s analysis of the pros and cons of receiving the application
before or after it is deemed “technically complete.”
Table 2-5
Methods to Evaluate Factors for Consideration Survey Responses
Before
Technically Complete

After
Technically Complete

Pros

Cons

Pros

Cons

Applicant receives
decision earlier

COG may lack all
necessary information

COG receives
completed permit
application

COG must review
within timeframe set by
TCEQ

Land use is finalized
prior to TCEQ’s review

Information subject to
change

Greater ability to
influence permit
application

Limited opportunity to
change permit
application
Politics may have
greater opportunity to
influence
recommendation

COG not as restricted
by TCEQ for evaluation
time

2.4 Key Findings and Recommendations
2.4.1 Step-by-Step Process
The project team would recommend that the NCTCOG implement the step-by step
process that is described in Subsection 2.2.1. The project team has developed a draft
“Regional Process for Review of MSW Facility Applications” in Appendix A that
includes each of these steps.

2.4.2 Application Content
The project team would recommend that the following items be included in the
application content.


Cover letter with contact information;



Parts 1 and 2 of the application to the TCEQ for permit or registration;



A map or digital photograph that shows (1) the physical location of the proposed
or existing facility; and (2) land uses of the surrounding area within one mile of
the facility;



NCTCOG Regional Review of MSW Facility Application Evaluation Form; and
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Additional information that the applicant wishes to provide to facilitate the
evaluation process.

This information has been included in the draft “Regional Process for Review of
MSW Facility Applications” in Appendix A.
The project team recommends excluding the full TCEQ permit application and
compliance history within region and/or Texas since these requests focus on more
technical issues that are already addressed through the TCEQ’s permitting process.

2.4.3 Factors for Consideration
2.4.3.1 Local Land Use Options
Based on the survey results and existing legislation, the project team would
recommend that the NCTCOG develop its process so that it defers to and accepts the
decision from an applicable local zoning regulation or a local solid waste facility siting
ordinance, as discussed in Section 2.3.3.1. NCTCOG must verify that an ordinance
was developed in accordance with state law, as a county ordinance can not be adopted
to affect facilities where a facility application has already been filed with the TCEQ or
where a facility already exists.
If a facility is in a city or county which conducted a pre-application review process or
has a local solid waste management plan, the project team recommends that NCTCOG
should still conduct a regional process of review of MSW facility applications. The
pre-application review process and local solid waste management plan can be used by
the review committee to provide valuable information during the evaluation process.

2.4.3.2 Land Use
The MSW facility application evaluation form should include the land use and
transportation issues that are specifically included in TCEQ regulations, since the
TCEQ has directed the COGs to provide recommendations to the agency concerning
land use compatibility.
To assist NCTCOG is developing a land use conformity recommendation, the project
team would also recommend that the MSW facility application evaluation form
include additional land use questions that will assist ACT members in their decision
making process. These questions should be based on the survey responses where a
significant majority of participants “strongly agreed” or “agreed” with including
questions in the MSW facility application evaluation form.
There are some technical land use issues (e.g. airport safety, flood plains, wetlands,
fault areas, seismic impact zones and unstable areas) that TCEQ will address through
the permitting process. Since TCEQ already addresses these issues, there is not a need
for NCTCOG to include them in its regional process for review of MSW facility
applications.
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2.4.3.3 Regional Goals
The project team recommends that NCTCOG ask facility applicants to describe how
their proposed facility will contribute to the attainment of the regional goals. Under
this approach, there will be a need to recognize that individual facilities will not be
held responsible to meet these goals on their own. However, solid waste facilities
represent an important component of an integrated solid waste management system,
and should contribute to the attainment of regional goals.

2.4.4 Evaluation of Factors for Consideration
At this point, without clear direction from the legislature or TCEQ, this issue of how
to evaluate conformance to the regional plan will remain somewhat subjective. The
project team recommends that NCTCOG take the following measures to limit the
potential confusion and to lessen the potential for a legal challenge to the evaluation
process. The project team has included, in the proposed “Regional Process for Review
of MSW Facility Applications,” a description of a proposed evaluation process that is
primarily focused on land use issues with some emphasis on the applicant’s ability to
assist in achieving broad regional goals.
The project team recommends that the NCTCOG solicit comments from local
governments, organizations and individuals located within the facility’s area when
considering the application. The NCTCOG should send letters to all property owners
that are located within 500 feet of the facility.10 Comments from these entities must
be provided in writing and should only address the issues that are considered in the
“Regional Review of MSW Facility Application Evaluation Form.”
The project team recommends that if the ACT Subcommittee continues to feel
strongly that there needs to be some type of notification to the public, then there are
several potential alternatives to pursue, including:


Work with other COG’s to suggest that the TCEQ include this notification
requirement in the rewritten 330 rules, as a part of the Applicant’s responsibility;



Encourage the TCEQ to change their current assumption that including this
notification as a part of the TCEQ notification would cause confusion. The
project team recommends seeking support from other COG’s or from potential
permit applicants through SWANA or NSWMA; or



NCTCOG take on the responsibility and cost of publishing the notification.

In addition, the project team has provided some basic guidelines for the ACT
Subcommittee to use during the evaluation of each of the land use conformance
questions in the “Regional Review of MSW Facility Application Evaluation Form.”

10

The distance of 500 feet from the facility was used in order to be consistent with existing TCEQ
regulations. Information concerning property owners located within 500 feet of a facility must be
submitted by the applicant in the TCEQ permit.
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2.4.5 Review Committee
The project team recommends that the make-up of the review committee and
policies/rules be consistent with the responses from the survey participants, as
discussed in Subsection 2.3.5. The draft “Regional Process for Review of MSW
Facility Applications” in Appendix A describes the specific roles and responsibilities
for the review committee.

2.4.6 Timeline
Based on the previous analysis, the project team recommends that the MSW facility
applications review process begin as soon as the TCEQ application is deemed
“administratively complete” by TCEQ. The NCTCOG will receive the information
that the ACT Subcommittee needs to conduct its review from the completed sections
of Parts 1 and 2 as well as from the additional information requested from the
applicant.
One of the concerns of reviewing an “administratively complete” application is that
there could be material changes to the application before the permitting process is
completed. The project team recommends that when there are material changes to the
land use and transportation section of the TCEQ permit application, it is the
applicant’s responsibility to forward the information to NCTCOG staff. It will be at
the discretion of the NCTCOG staff and/or ACT Subcommittee Chairperson to decide
if the committee needs to reconsider its recommendation.
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County MSW Facility Siting Options
3.1 Introduction
Several options may be available to Texas counties to address the siting of municipal
solid waste facilities (e.g. landfills and transfer stations) at the county level. The
purpose of this section is to evaluate the feasibility of the following options:


County solid waste facility ordinance (e.g. designating areas within the county as
suitable for solid waste disposal facilities);



Local solid waste management plan that would address land use goals/objectives
and siting criteria;



Pre-application process by a local review committee; and



“No action” by a Commissioner’s Court.

To assist counties compare the merits of each option, the following factors were
evaluated:


Description;



Pros and cons;



Process to develop;



Legal issues;



Timeline to develop;



Costs to develop;



Implementation timeline; and



Case studies.

3.2 Summary Guidelines Concerning Each Option
The following section provides a summary of guidelines concerning how each of the
four options can be used at the county level to address facility siting issues.

3.2.1 County Solid Waste Facility Ordinance
A county solid waste facility ordinance represents the only option where a county can
designate suitable and unsuitable MSW facility locations within the county. With a
properly implemented ordinance, the North Central Texas Council of Government
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(NCTCOG) will accept and defer to a county’s ordinance when making a facility
conformance recommendation to the Texas Commission on Environmental Quality
(TCEQ). This option is further discussed in Section 3.3.

3.2.2 Local Solid Waste Management Plan
A local solid waste management plan can be used to evaluate siting issues at the local
level. However, the TCEQ has stated that local plans should not establish specific
land use requirements, as a local plan does not have regulatory authority. Local plans
should be used as a planning tool to determine whether there is a need to develop a
county solid waste facility ordinance. This option is further discussed in Section 3.4

3.2.3 Pre-Application Review Process by a Local Review
Committee
The purpose of a pre-application local review committee process is to provide an
opportunity for solid waste facility applicants to enter into agreements with affected
persons to resolve issues of concern. Participating in this process is voluntary for the
permit applicant. While TCEQ will consider findings from the committee report
during the permit application, the TCEQ is not obligated to follow these
recommendations. Due to these issues, this option can have limited effectiveness.
This option is further discussed in Section 3.5.

3.2.4 “No Action” by a Commissioner’s Court
Under this option, a Commissioner’s Court would not take any formal action under
any previously discussed options. Several counties have expressed that by
implementing a siting ordinance there is no opportunity for any future flexibility.
However, if a county does not take any formal action, it will mean that
recommendations concerning land use conformance will be completed by the
NCTCOG, as required by the TCEQ. This option is further discussed in Section 3.6.

3.3 County Solid Waste Facility Ordinance
3.3.1 Description
Under this option, a county may prohibit the disposal of municipal or industrial solid
waste in the county if the disposal of the municipal or industrial solid waste is a threat
to the public health, safety, and welfare. In order to prohibit the disposal of solid
waste, the Commissioner’s Court must adopt an ordinance in the general form
prescribed for municipal ordinances specifically designating the area of the county in
which municipal or industrial solid waste disposal is not prohibited. This legislation is
included in §364.012 of the Texas Health and Safety Code.
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3.3.2 Pros and Cons
The following section describes the pros and cons associated with this option.
Pros


Allows land use issues to be decided at the county level.



Provides delineation of areas that are either acceptable or unacceptable for a solid
waste facility.



Only option that allows a county to implement process independent of the TCEQ
or NCTCOG.



TCEQ cannot approve a solid waste facility in areas where the county has legally
prohibited the disposal of waste by ordinance.

Cons


Adopting an ordinance may be difficult due to political pressures.



Suitable areas must be identified in the ordinance, which could limit the
development of facilities in other suitable locations.



Acceptable areas may be defined based on political, instead of land use or
technical, issues.



Cannot apply to areas that are within the city limits or in the extraterritorial
jurisdiction of a city.



Limits the ability to oppose facilities that are located within the areas allowed in
the ordinance.

3.3.3 Process to Develop
The process to develop an ordinance, described in §364.012 of the Texas Health and
Safety Code, is summarized as follows.
An ordinance may be passed on first reading, but the proposed ordinance must be
published in a newspaper of general circulation in the county for two consecutive
weeks before the Commissioner’s Court considers the proposed ordinance. The
publication must contain:


A statement of the time, place, and date that the Commissioner’s Court will
consider the proposed ordinance; and



Notice that an interested citizen of the county may testify at the hearing.

A public hearing must be held on a proposed ordinance before it is considered by the
Commissioner’s Court, and any interested citizen of the county shall be allowed to
testify.
The Commissioner’s Court of a county may not prohibit the processing or disposal of
municipal or industrial solid waste in an area of that county for which:
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An application for a permit or other authorization under Chapter 361 has been
filed with and is pending before the commission; or



A permit or other authorization under Chapter 361 has been issued by the
commission.

In contrast, the TCEQ may not grant an application for a permit to process or dispose
of municipal or industrial solid waste in an area in which the processing or disposal of
municipal or industrial solid waste is prohibited by an ordinance.

3.3.4 Legal Issues
Counties must recognize that this ordinance cannot be used to prohibit the siting of
solid waste facilities throughout the entire county. The ordinance must designate one
or more areas where municipal or industrial waste disposal is not prohibited.
Again, this ordinance can not be adopted to affect cases where a facility application
has already been filed with the TCEQ or where a facility already exists.

3.3.5 Timeline to Develop
As stated in the statute, the primary timing requirement is to provide a two week
notice of the intent to adopt the ordinance. Prior to drafting the ordinance, a county
would need some time to research areas of the county where it would be suitable to
site a municipal or industrial waste facility. This amount of time would vary from
county to county.

3.3.6 Cost to Develop
The cost to develop this type of ordinance can vary based on the level of research
needed to identify areas of the county where it would be suitable to site a municipal or
industrial facility. A county can complete this research using county staff. In cases
where the county believes that there is a need to develop a sophisticated analysis to
determine suitable locations, there may be a need to retain outside assistance from a
qualified solid waste or land use planning consulting firm. The county can request
funding for a technical study from the NCTCOG Solid Waste Grants Program to
research this issue.

3.3.7 Implementation Timeline
After implementing an ordinance, a county should not need to spend significant
amounts of time for implementation. The county will only spend the time necessary to
properly enforce the ordinance.
From an applicant’s perspective, there will always be a need to check with a county
very early in the facility development stage to determine whether a siting ordinance
exists. However, the applicant must also consider the potential of opposition to the
site. They may not wish to present detailed location information to the county until
they are prepared to submit the application to the TCEQ. If the opposition is strong,
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the county may be forced to pass a siting ordinance based upon political pressure prior
to the submittal, and thus prohibit the site location from consideration by TCEQ.

3.3.8 Case Studies
Pursuant to the provisions of §364.012 of the Texas Health and Safety Code, several
counties in Texas have adopted ordinances concerning the siting of solid waste
facilities. Counties in Texas that have adopted ordinances include: Brazoria,
Chambers, Fort Bend, Grimes, Kerr and Travis. Summaries of efforts by Chambers
and Fort Bend Counties follow as examples of typical efforts to implement an
ordinance. Appendix G includes ordinances developed by these counties, which can
be used as examples for other counties that are considering adopting an ordinance.


Chambers County adopted an ordinance in March 1998 to prohibit waste disposal
in specific locations of the County. Through this ordinance, the County
designated 10,400 acres in the center of the County as suitable for future landfills.
The basis for this ordinance was concern over threats to public health, safety and
welfare, as well as the belief that sufficient disposal capacity existed. The County
expressed concerns about the impact from landfills due to geology and proximity
to groundwater.



In 2002, Fort Bend County adopted a siting ordinance to prohibit the disposal of
solid waste in the county except for seven designated areas. The basis for this
ordinance was that the Commissioner’s Court thought that the further
development or establishment of landfills in other areas of the county would
represent an unacceptable risk and threat to public health, safety and welfare.
Future facilities could also negatively affect property values and hamper
economic development.

3.4 Local Solid Waste Management Plan
3.4.1 Description
§363.063 of the Health and Safety Code provides local governments (including
counties) with the opportunity to develop local solid waste management plans. The
purpose of these local plans is to develop recommendations and implementation plans
to address key solid waste management issues, such as disposal, collection and waste
minimization. §361.062 of the Health and Safety Code requires that TCEQ must
consider whether a solid waste facility or the proposed site for the facility are
compatible with the TCEQ approved county solid waste management plan prior to the
issuance of a permit for the facility.
Through a local solid waste management plan, a local government can identify the
need for and outline the steps to address facility siting issues. However, based on
information received from the TCEQ, local plans do not have regulatory authority to
establish specific land use requirements. If a county wants to implement specific
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policies concerning facility siting issues, then they must adopt a county siting
ordinance.

3.4.2 Pros and Cons
The following section describes the pros and cons associated with this option.
Pros


Allows counties the opportunity to consider land use issues at a planning level
when developing a local solid waste management plan.



Provides an opportunity to strategically evaluate the need to develop more
specific land use policies (e.g. develop an ordinance) relative to future disposal
needs.



Planning process provides opportunity for input from multiple types of
stakeholders.

Cons


In recent years, the TCEQ has not yet adopted by rule local solid waste
management plans submitted by local governments. This negatively affects a
county’s ability to officially implement a plan.



A plan cannot establish specific land use requirements because it is only a “plan”
and does not have regulatory abilities.



The TCEQ’s Executive Director may grant a variance from an adopted local solid
waste management plan, which could limit a plan’s effectiveness.



County may lack adequate staff or financial resources to develop and implement a
solid waste management plan.

3.4.3 Process to Develop
The initial decision to develop a local solid waste management plan is to decide
whether to use county staff or outside assistance from a solid waste consulting firm to
develop the plan. The actual process is the same regardless of whether the plan is
developed internally or with consultant assistance.
§330.561 - §330.568 of 30 Texas Administrative Code provides guidance concerning
the process to develop a plan. The following summarizes the key steps involved in the
development of a local solid waste management plan:


Data collection and review;



Needs assessment of the waste management system;



Identification of needs and challenges;



Development of local goals and objectives;



Development of an action plan;
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Preparation of the local solid waste management plan;



Public participation from an advisory committee and through a public hearing;



Adoption by the Commissioner’s Court;



Review and approval from the NCTCOG; and



Review and approval by the TCEQ.

During the course of this process, the county would have an opportunity to evaluate
and address issues related to the siting of solid waste facilities. It would be the
county’s option to determine how it will address siting issues (e.g. develop a siting
ordinance).

3.4.4 Legal Issues
The primary legal issues associated with a local solid waste management plan focus on
the extent to which the plan can address facility siting issues. The Health and Safety
Code does specifically mention some issues related to landfill siting, as follows:


encourage cooperative efforts between local governments in the siting of landfills
for the disposal of solid waste;



consider the need to transport waste between municipalities, from a municipality
to an area in the jurisdiction of a county, or between counties, particularly if a
technically suitable site for a landfill does not exist in a particular area; and



allow a local government to justify the need for a landfill in its jurisdiction to
dispose of the solid waste generated in the jurisdiction of another local
government that does not have a technically suitable site for a landfill in its
jurisdiction.

However, local plans should not establish specific land use requirements. Also, a
local plan does not have regulatory authority.

3.4.5 Timeline to Develop
Counties should typically expect to spend six to nine months developing a local solid
waste management plan. This timeframe provides a sufficient planning period to
complete detailed evaluations with necessary public input. After completion at the
local level, the plan would need to be submitted to the NCTCOG and TCEQ for
approval and adoption.
Thus, another key aspect of the timeline involves receiving approval from the
NCTCOG and the TCEQ. Historically, NCTCOG has acted quickly and responsively
to approve and forward local solid waste management plans to the TCEQ. While the
TCEQ has been responsive at the staff level in approving plans, the TCEQ has not
adopted any submitted plans in recent years.
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3.4.6 Cost to Develop
The cost to develop a local solid waste management plan varies based on a number of
factors, such as issues to be addressed, level of detail and amount of public
participation. Several local governments in the North Central Texas planning region
have developed local solid waste management plans in recent years with the assistance
of solid waste consulting firms. Costs to develop these plans have ranged from
$50,000 to $150,000. Funding has been available in the past and may be available in
the future from the NCTCOG Solid Waste Grants Program to develop local solid
waste management plans.

3.4.7 Implementation Timeline
The key to a successful plan is ensuring that all recommendations are implemented in
a timely manner. The plan should include an implementation timeline associated for
all recommendations, including facility siting issues.

3.4.8 Case Studies
Many local governments have developed local solid waste management plans in
Texas. Within the North Central Texas planning region, Kaufman County is one
county that developed a plan. With respect to addressing landfill siting issues, the
Kaufman County plan does mention the issue of landfill siting. The plan recognizes
the need to develop specific selection criteria for landfills, but does not provide further
detail. The discussion within the plan primarily focuses on options for the county to
implement a county solid waste facility siting ordinance. The plan does not include
discussion that would serve as a basis to determine whether a proposed site is
compatible with the local solid waste management plan.

3.5 Pre-Application Review Process by a Local
Review Committee
3.5.1 Description
The purpose of a pre-application local review committee process is to provide an
opportunity for solid waste facility applicants to enter into agreements with affected
persons to resolve issues of concern. A preapplication review process may be useful
in situations where opposition to an application is likely to exist. The statutory basis
for this is in §361.063 of the Health and Safety Code and Rule §330.50 of the 30
Texas Administrative Code.
A preapplication review should serve to identify issues of concern, facilitate
communication between a potential applicant and persons who would be affected by
an application, and resolve as many points of conflict as possible prior to the
submission of an application. A local review committee shall:
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interact with the applicant in a structured manner during the preapplication review
stage of the permitting process and, if necessary, during the technical review stage
of the permitting process, raise and attempt to resolve both technical and
nontechnical issues of concern; and



produce a fact-finding report documenting resolved and unresolved issues and
unanswered questions. The applicant shall submit this report to the TCEQ.

3.5.2 Pros and Cons
This section describes the pros and cons associated with this option.
Pros


Provides opportunity for applicant and local community to resolve issues early in
the permitting process (prior to expending significant costs to prepare a permit
application).



Provides a forum for local input and the ability to enter into agreements with
affected persons.



Political pressure can shift from the Commissioner’s Court to the local review
committee.

Cons


An elected official cannot serve on the review committee if the official is elected
by the constituency wholly or partly within the localities surrounding the site
being reviewed.



The process is very cumbersome and structured.



The process has not been used effectively to date to resolve issues by applicants
and local interest groups.



Committee report cannot recommend approval or denial of the proposed facility
permit. It can only include a summary of the committee’s findings.



Committee findings are not within the control of the county commissioners and
could conflict with any future Commissioner’s Court action.



While TCEQ will consider findings from the committee report during the permit
application, the agency is not obligated to follow these recommendations.

3.5.3 Process to Develop
The process for a pre-application local review committee is defined by the TCEQ in
Rule §330.50 of the 30 Texas Administrative Code. The following information
summarizes this rule.
If an applicant decides to participate in a local review committee process, the applicant
shall file three copies of a notice of intent to file an application with the executive
director of the TCEQ. The filing of this notice initiates the preapplication review
process.
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Upon receipt of the notice of intent to file, the executive director shall forward a copy
of the notice and an explanation of the local review committee process by certified
mail to:


the appropriate mayor and county judge if the proposed facility is to be located
within the corporate limits or extraterritorial jurisdiction of a city; or



the appropriate county judge if the proposed facility is to be located within an
unincorporated area of the county; and



the appropriate regional solid waste planning agency/council of governments.

Local review committees shall be composed of representatives of both local and
regional interests and shall consist optimally of 12 individuals. However, an applicant
may request a larger committee to better represent all interest groups present in a
community or a smaller committee for economic reasons. However, committees shall
maintain a 2:1 ratio of regional appointments to local appointments. Appointments to
the local review committee shall be made according to guidelines included in the rule.
The local review committee shall meet within 21 days after the notice of intent is filed.
The TCEQ will provide manuals to committee members that will orient them as to
what the committee's activities should be (i.e., the production of a report detailing
issues resolved, issues unresolved, and questions not able to be answered).
The preapplication review process shall continue for a maximum of 90 days unless it
is shortened or lengthened by mutual agreement between the applicant and the local
review committee.
Any report produced by a local review committee set up under this section shall be
submitted to the TCEQ with the applicant's permit application. The TCEQ may
consider the report as an additional source of information concerning the application
and at the public hearing, if one is held, the hearing examiner shall give the report all
the legal consideration merited.
The report shall not recommend approval or disapproval of the proposed facility.
Rather, it shall describe the committee's work and summarize the committee's
findings. The findings shall include issues resolved, issues unresolved, and questions
not able to be answered.

3.5.4 Legal Issues
There are no specific legal issues associated with this option.

3.5.5 Timeline to Develop
There are no steps that need to occur in order to develop a process, as the process itself
has been described in §330.50.
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3.5.6 Cost to Develop
Costs associated with this process can be relatively minimal, as the primary
contribution is in the form of committee members’ time, who are not compensated for
their participation. The potential applicant shall provide resource support that may
include clerical and technical assistance, a facilitator, meeting space, and/or other
items that may be necessary to aid the committee in its work.
If necessary, there may be a need for technical studies and/or expert witnesses to
address unresolved issues. The TCEQ may pay up to $25,000 of costs associated with
this analysis, but is not obligated to provide funding. The TCEQ will apply specific
criteria to determine whether to award funds for this purpose. Refer to §361.063(f) of
the Health and Safety Code for further detail.

3.5.7 Implementation Timeline
The total length of time required to complete the process is approximately 111 days, as
follows:


Organization of the local review committee and the first meeting must occur with
21 days of TCEQ receiving notice from the applicant to initiate the preapplication review process.



Pre-application review process shall continue for a maximum of 90 days, unless it
is shortened or lengthened by mutual agreement between the applicant and the
local review committee.

3.5.8 Case Studies
As this is a cumbersome process and the end product is not a defined recommendation
for approval, applicants have been reluctant to use the process. Instead they have
attempted to work informally with individual concerned parties to resolve issues. As a
result this pre-application review process by a local review committee has not been
used by any applicant to date.

3.6 “No Action” by a Commissioner’s Court
3.6.1 Description
Under this option, a Commissioner’s Court would not take any formal action. Several
counties have expressed concerns that implementing a facility siting ordinance, limits
the opportunity for any future flexibility. However, if a county does not take any
formal action, it will likely mean that recommendations concerning siting
conformance will be completed by the NCTCOG, without specific direction from the
county where the proposed facility is located as required by the TCEQ.
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3.6.2 Pros and Cons
This section describes the pros and cons associated with this option.
Pros


Commissioners Court can avoid direct political pressure by putting the decision to
others such as the NCTCOG and the TCEQ.



County can avoid the need for staff resources to implement and administer a
defined solid waste ordinance or plan.

Cons


Lack of any control in decisions pertaining to local issues.



NCTCOG will make the determination of local conformity without specific
direction from county officials.1



Applicant must rely on the NCTCOG process without any guidance pertaining to
local acceptability in the areas of the county outside of the cities.

3.6.3 Process to Develop
There is no process associated with this option.

3.6.4 Legal Issues
In the absence of any formal action by the county in terms of siting ordinances or local
plans, the county is not precluded from developing resolutions and submitting
comments at a public hearing. However, TCEQ is under no legal obligation to comply
with a county’s resolutions or comments.

3.6.5 Timeline to Develop
There is no timeline associated with this option.

3.6.6 Cost to Develop
There is no cost to develop associated with this option.

3.6.7 Implementation Timeline
There is no implementation timeline associated with this option.

1

However, both NCTCOG and TCEQ’s evaluation processes include receiving public input from
interested stakeholders. During this time, the county could choose to provide public input.
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3.6.8 Case Studies
In past permitting applications some counties have not taken any timely formal action
in terms of adopting a siting ordinance. However, at the time of the public hearing,
the have presented testimony in favor of, or in opposition to, particular permit
applications. Historically this testimony alone has not been weighed heavily by the
TCEQ Commissioners in their permit issuance decisions. As an example Fort Bend
County opposed a controversial landfill permit application without having a siting
ordinance in place. Their primary input was their stated opposition at the public
hearing. The permit was issued by TCEQ over the objection of the County.

R. W. Beck
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Appendix A
Regional Process for Review of MSW Facility
Applications
State regulatory activities require solid waste facilities that need a permit or
registration must be in conformance with an adopted regional solid waste management
plan. Under current Texas Commission on Environmental Quality (TCEQ) policy,
each council of governments (COG) is required to provide a recommendation to
TCEQ regarding whether a municipal solid waste (MSW) permit or registration
application conforms to the regional plan. This section provides guidance concerning
the process to evaluate conformance and describes the specific steps to complete
individual facility reviews. The regional process for review of MSW facility
applications detailed in this document updates the NCTCOG’s existing process.
The applicant for a permit or registration must demonstrate conformity with the
adopted regional solid waste management plan. In the past this has been
accomplished through a request for a regional conformance evaluation from
NCTCOG.
If there is an applicable local city zoning regulation or county solid waste facility
siting ordinance in place, the NCTCOG by policy will defer to and accept the land use
recommendation of the local city or county. The NCTCOG will undertake a complete
regional review of MSW facility applications unless:


A city’s zoning regulations apply to the solid waste facility; or



The county has adopted a solid waste facility ordinance consistent with the
requirements of §364.012 of the Texas Health and Safety Code.

In order to complete the regional process for review of MSW facility applications, the
applicant will be required to submit the relevant information required for a facility
application evaluation, as described in Step 2 of this process. The application review
of the solid waste facility site will be based on the following scenarios:


If there is no applicable zoning or siting ordinance, NCTCOG will develop its
conformance recommendation based on all information required to be submitted
by the applicant in Step 2.



If there is an applicable local city zoning regulation or county solid waste facility
siting ordinance in place, NCTCOG will defer to and accept the recommendation
of the local city or county for the land use conformance. However, NCTCOG
will use the regional MSW facility application review information requested in
Step 2 to develop a regional conformance recommendation based on how the
proposed facility will affect the regional solid waste management goals of the
NCTCOG.
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The Assuring Capacity for Trash (ACT) Subcommittee will review permit and
registration applications submitted to the NCTCOG to assess conformance to the
regional plan. The ACT Subcommittee’s recommendation will be presented to the
Resource Conservation Council (RCC) for approval. Upon approval by the RCC and
following any appeal, the recommendation will then be forwarded to the TCEQ for
consideration in the permitting process.

Step 1:

Voluntary Pre-Application Review

All applicants are encouraged, but not required, to request a voluntary pre-application
review. The purpose of this review will be to provide the applicant an opportunity to
discuss the impending application with the NCTCOG staff. Through this preapplication review, the applicant will be able to obtain a thorough understanding of the
region’s solid waste planning goals and the steps required to complete the regional
process for review of MSW facility applications. While this step is voluntary,
applicants are encouraged to meet with the NCTCOG staff to answer relevant
questions.

Step 2:

Submit a Request for a MSW Facility Application
Review

It is the applicant’s responsibility to demonstrate conformance with the regional solid
waste plan, per §330.51(b)(10) of the 30 Texas Administrative Code. The applicant is
also responsible for initiating a regional process for review of MSW facility
application. In order for the NCTCOG to conduct the application review, the
applicant must submit the following items:
1.

A cover letter requesting a regional review of MSW facility applications and
the names, phone numbers, mailing addresses, and e-mail addresses for the
following:
a. Chief contact person for the application;
b. Applicant’s engineer; and
c. TCEQ staff person to whom all review-related correspondence should
be mailed.

2.

One “administratively complete” copy of Parts 1 and 2 of the application to the
TCEQ for permit or registration.1

3.

A map or digital photograph that shows (1) the physical location of the
proposed or existing facility; and (2) land uses of the surrounding area within
one mile of the facility.2

4.

One signed original and 15 copies of the completed NCTCOG Regional
Review of MSW Facility Application Evaluation Form.3

1

Parts 1 and 2 must be considered “administratively complete” by the TCEQ before submitting the
documents to NCTCOG for review.
2
NCTCOG staff can provide an electronic base map to the applicant, if requested.
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5.

Any additional information the applicant wishes to provide to facilitate the
evaluation process.

6.

An electronic (.pdf) file of all information requested in items one through five
of the application content.

Requests for a regional review of a MSW facility application shall be submitted to:
Regional Solid Waste Plan MSW Facility Application Review
Department of Environment and Development
North Central Texas Council of Governments
P.O. Box 5888
Arlington, Texas 76005-5888
(817) 695-9217
After receiving a complete regional MSW facility application evaluation package, the
NCTCOG staff will notify the applicant in writing to confirm receipt of the request for
evaluation. At this time, the NCTCOG staff will also schedule a meeting of the ACT
Subcommittee to review the application. The meeting will be scheduled within 30
days after the receipt of a complete evaluation package. The applicant will be notified
of the meeting date in writing and is strongly encouraged to attend in order to present
the application and address any questions that may arise.

Regional Review of MSW Facility Application Evaluation Form
The purpose of the “Regional Review of MSW Facility Application Evaluation Form”
is to provide guidance for the review committee during the regional process for review
of MSW facility applications. The form includes questions that focus on land use and
regional goals. A copy of this form is included at the end of this section.

Step 3: ACT Subcommittee MSW Facility Application Review
The ACT Subcommittee will evaluate the applicant’s conformance to the regional plan
based on the information contained within the application materials, as described in
Step 2. The review committee is comprised of all members of the ACT Subcommittee
and up to three ad hoc land use experts.4

Process and Rules
The ACT Subcommittee must have a quorum of voting members in order to conduct
the application review meeting and develop a recommendation.
3

Applicants who have already received a recommendation of compliance from the local authority based
on compliance with local zoning or county siting ordinances will be directed to skip Section 3 Land Use
Conformance – Key Issues on the evaluation form.
4
The chairperson of the ACT Subcommittee, with assistance from NCTCOG staff, will appoint up to
three individuals to serve as ad hoc members of the ACT Subcommittee to provide opinions concerning
land use conformance issues.
These land use experts could be land use planners from local
governments, universities and/or consulting firms. The land use experts will be voting committee
members.

R. W. Beck
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Due to the nature of the review, some review committee members may have a conflict
of interest. Those members who have a potential conflict of interest should recuse
themselves from the review. If this situation arises, the quorum will be determined
based on the number of non-recused members.5 The chairperson of the ACT
Subcommittee has the right to recuse a member who may have a potential conflict of
interest. Other review committee members may anonymously submit a request to the
chairperson that a committee member should be recused because of a conflict of
interest.

Evaluation Considerations
The evaluation of the application will be based on information that is requested in Step
2, including the content of the completed “Regional Review of MSW Facility
Application Evaluation Form.” In addition, the NCTCOG will solicit comments from
local governments, organizations, individuals and land owners (or current occupants)
located within the facility’s area when considering the application. The NCTCOG
should send letters to all property owners that are located within 500 feet of the
facility.6 Comments from these entities must be provided in writing and should only
address the issues that are considered in the “Regional Review of MSW Facility
Application Evaluation Form.”
During the evaluation process, members of the ACT Subcommittee will not be
allowed to ask questions of the applicant that are outside of the topics included in Step
2 or in the “Regional Review of MSW Facility Application Evaluation Form.”
The recommendation developed by the ACT Subcommittee will be based on a
combination of land use factors and an assessment of the applicant’s good faith effort
to assist in the achievement of the NCTCOG’s regional goals. The specific
recommendation will be based on the overall merits of the application form.
To assist applicants and members of the ACT Subcommittee concerning how land use
factors should be evaluated, the following serves as basic guidelines that should be
considered when evaluating each of the land use questions included in Section 3 of the
“Regional Review of MSW Facility Application Evaluation Form.”
3.1 Character of Surrounding Land Uses


This question serves to provide a baseline understanding of the character of
surrounding land uses.

3.2 Proximity to Residences and Other Uses within One Mile of Facility Boundary


This question serves to provide a baseline understanding of the proximity of
major residential development, schools and churches that are adjacent to or within
one mile of the site.

5

For example, if two members recuse themselves and the review committee now has seven possible
participants, then the quorum will be calculated with the number of members present divided by seven
instead of nine.
6
The distance of 500 feet from the facility was used in order to be consistent with existing TCEQ
regulations. Information concerning property owners located within 500 feet of a facility must be
submitted by the applicant in the TCEQ permit.
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3.3 Compatibility with Current Land Uses Surrounding the Site


Applicant should demonstrate that the facility is compatible with current land uses
surrounding the site.



Consideration of historical and current land uses such as major residential
development, schools and churches that are adjacent to or within one mile of the
site will be evaluated in the process.



Mitigating measures by the applicant (e.g. buffers, screening, odor control, traffic
control, etc.) may be considered by the ACT Subcommittee. The burden is on the
applicant to demonstrate that these mitigating measures will be effective.



This question should be considered the most important concerning surrounding
land use since it is based on existing land use.

3.4 Existence of Plats on File within One Mile of the Facility Boundary


This question serves to provide a baseline understanding of the existence of plats
on file within one mile of the facility boundary.



This evaluation should be based on plats that are already on file (prior to permit or
registration application).



Plats on file provide information regarding major residential development,
schools and churches that are adjacent to or within one mile of the site, which will
be evaluated in the process.



Mitigating measures by the applicant (e.g. buffers, screening, odor control, traffic
control, etc.) may be considered by the ACT Subcommittee. The burden is on the
applicant to demonstrate that these mitigating measures will be effective.



This question should be considered the second most important concerning
surrounding land use since it is based on existing plats and is likely to be a
relatively realistic indicator of future land use surrounding the facility.

3.5 Consistency with Long-term Development Plans or Initiatives


The applicant should demonstrate that the facility is consistent with the overall
land-use planning in the area.



Examples of long-term development plans or initiatives may include
comprehensive land use plans, annexation plans, site development plans, etc.



This question should be considered the third most important concerning
surrounding land use since it is based on potential future land use.

3.6 Consistency with Growth Trends of the Nearest Community or Communities


Consistency should be evaluated based on whether the site is compatible with the
growth trends of the land surrounding the facility.



This question should be considered the least important concerning surrounding
land use since it is based on general trends, as opposed to existing land use, plats
or long-term development plans or initiatives.

R. W. Beck
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3.7 Impact to all Known Water Wells within 500 Feet of the Facility Boundary


The applicant should demonstrate that the facility and operation of the facility will
not negatively affect water wells used for human or animal consumption.

3.8 Available and Adequate Access to the Facility


The applicant should demonstrate the following:


the facility should be accessible from major roadways or thoroughfares;



the roadways leading into and out of the facility should be usable in all
weather conditions;



the roadways leading into and out of the facility should be able to
accommodate existing and future traffic;7 and



the roadways leading into and out of the facility should be designed to
maximize safety.

3.9 Impact to Current Traffic Patterns within One Mile of the Facility


The applicant should demonstrate that facility traffic will not significantly impact
current traffic patterns.

3.10 Developmental and Operational Compatibility with Surrounding Land Uses


This is an optional opportunity for the applicant to provide additional information
specific to land use issues beyond the information provided in previous questions.

3.11 Trash, Odor and Nuisance Control


The applicant should demonstrate how the facility will minimize the potential
impacts from trash, odors and other nuisances.

3.12 Maximum Fill Height and Compatibility of Fill Height to General Terrain of
Area


This question serves to provide a baseline understanding of potential maximum
fill height for the facility and compatibility of fill height to the general terrain of
the area.

3.13 Measures to Screen and/or Blend the Facility


The applicant should demonstrate what measures will occur to screen and/or
blend the facility with earthen berms and/or vegetation to minimize the impacts to
adjacent landowners.

3.14 Landscaping Measures


7

The applicant should detail how the site will use various landscaping measures to
improve the aesthetics of the facility (including fences, berms, plantings, or other
landscaping).

Future traffic is defined as either 20 years or the projected site life, whichever is fewer.
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Step 4: Plan Review Recommendations
The ACT Subcommittee will determine whether the proposed facility conforms to the
NCTCOG Regional Solid Waste Management Plan and recommend a course of action
to the RCC. The RCC will convene and determine if they agree with the
recommendation. The NCTCOG staff will be responsible for communicating the
RCC’s recommendation in writing to all affected parties.8
It is important to note that the NCTCOG does not approve or deny applications.
Rather, it provides a means for the TCEQ to obtain qualified opinions from local
governments in the affected region through the NCTCOG.
The following are the recommendation choices that NCTCOG can send to the TCEQ
for both land use and regional conformance. In cases when the committee defers to
the local land use, the committee will notify the TCEQ of that decision and the basis
for that decision. The chairperson of the ACT Subcommittee will communicate the
recommendation by completing and signing the “Regional Review of MSW Facility
Application Recommendation Form,” which is included at the end of this section.
1. The permit or registration conforms to the land use/regional plan.
a) The committee recommends TCEQ approval of the permit or registration.
b) The committee recommends TCEQ approval with specific conditions attached.
2. The permit or registration does not conform to the land use/regional plan.
a) The committee recommends TCEQ denial of the permit or registration.
b) The committee recommends TCEQ withhold approval until specified
deficiencies are corrected.
3. The committee lacks sufficient information to make a qualified land use/regional
conformance recommendation.

Step 5: Appeals Process
A local entity, including the applicant, may appeal the RCC’s recommendations if the
application evaluation is not processed and treated in accordance with the procedures
set forth in this section. Appeals must be submitted to the NCTCOG Executive
Director in writing, including the specific alleged procedural violation(s). The
Executive Director will investigate the allegation, forward it to the Executive Board
and place the appeal on the agenda of the next Executive Board meeting.
RCC members will receive copies of the appeal and select a representative to attend
the Executive Board meeting. The protesting entity and applicant will be notified of
the time and date for consideration of the appeal. At this time, the entity appealing the
recommendation may present its case directly to the Executive Board, which will
render a decision on the matter.

8

The applicant will receive the recommendation via certified mail.

R. W. Beck
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An appeal can be filed at any time during the 10 calendar day period after the
applicant receives official notice via certified mail of RCC’s recommendation
decision. Any appeals received after that date will not be considered and the RCC
recommendation letter will be immediately forwarded to the TCEQ.

Step 6: Report on RCC Evaluation Findings
Once either a decision has been made regarding an appeal or the date for an appeal has
passed, the NCTCOG will send a letter signed by the RCC chairperson or its designee
to the TCEQ, relating the RCC’s finding, recommendation and comments. The
information sent to the TCEQ will include:


“Regional Review of MSW Facility Application Recommendation Form;” and



Sections 2 and 3 of the “Regional Review of MSW Facility Application
Evaluation Form.”
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Regional Review of MSW Facility Application Evaluation Form
Section 1: General Applicant Information
1.1

Applicant’s Name: _________________________________________________
Mailing Address:___________________________________________________
City, State, Zip Code:_______________________________________________

1.2

Site Location
Address:_________________________________________________________
Zip Code:________________________________________________________
Nearest City:______________________________________________________
County:__________________________________________________________

1.3

Is this a new facility or an amendment to a current permit/registration?
New Facility

1.4

Amendment to current permit/registration

Is this a permit or a registration application?
Permit No. ____________

1.5

Registration No. ______________

What type of MSW facility is being registered or permitted?
Type I Landfill
Type I AE Landfill
Type IV Landfill

Type IV AE Landfill
Type V Facility
Other (please describe)

Describe “Other” below:
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
1.6

What types of waste(s) are currently or will be accepted at your facility?
Municipal Waste
Industrial Class I
Industrial Class II

Industrial Class III
Special Waste (please describe)
Other (please describe)

Describe “Special Waste” and/or “Other” below:
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
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Section 2: Land Use Conformance – Compliance with Local Zoning or
Ordinance
2.1

Is the site of your facility subject to local zoning or ordinances regarding the
siting of solid waste facilities?
Yes

No (please proceed directly to Section 3)

If yes, which government zoning or siting standards does this facility have to
comply?
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
2.2

Is the site in compliance with the zoning or local ordinance?
Yes

No

If yes, please attach documentation from the local zoning or siting entity
indicating that the facility is in compliance with the standards or that a formal
variance has been granted. If applicable, provide maps detailing all boundaries of
the areas included in the ordinance and the location of the facility.
If documentation is provided to NCTCOG proving the facility is in compliance with
the local city zoning or county siting ordinance (per §364.012 of the Texas Health
and Safety Code), then the applicant does not need to answer the remaining land use
questions in Section 3. Please proceed to Section 4 and continue completing the
application. Once the application is complete, please return the MSW facility
application evaluation form and requested documentation to NCTCOG.
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Section 3: Land Use Conformance – Key Issues
Texas Commission on Environmental Quality Rule 330.53 defines key land use and
transportation issues that need to be addressed as a part of the regional MSW facility
application evaluation process. The following questions are based on the rules, and are
intended to provide information for NCTCOG to develop its conformance
recommendation.
3.1

Describe the current character of surrounding land uses within one mile of the
facility boundary. Please provide map(s) of the area.
To the North: ______________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
To the South: ______________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
To the East: _______________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
To the West: _______________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________

3.2

Provide the proximity to residences and other uses (e.g., schools, churches,
cemeteries, historic structures and sites, archaeologically significant sites, sites
having exceptional aesthetic quality, etc.) within one mile of the facility
boundary. Please provide approximate number of residences and business
establishments.
To the North: ______________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
To the South: ______________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
To the East: _______________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
To the West: _______________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
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3.3

Is the facility compatible with land uses surrounding the site?
Yes

No

Please explain.
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
3.4

Are there any plats on file in state or local government offices for development
within one mile of the facility boundary?
Yes

No

If yes, please describe and provide contact information.
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
3.5

Does any entity (e.g. local governments, property owners, developers, etc.) in the
planning region have proposed long-term development plans or initiatives near
the facility?
Yes

No

If yes, how is your proposal compatible with such plans or initiatives?
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
3.6

Is the facility consistent with growth trends of the nearest community or
communities with directions of major development?
Yes

No

Please explain.
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
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3.7

Explain how the facility will be designed to avoid any impact to all known water
wells within 500 feet of the facility boundary.
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________

3.8

Will roads be available and adequate for access to the facility?
Yes

No

Please explain.
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
3.9

Will traffic into and out of the facility impact traffic patterns, within one mile of
the facility, that currently exist and will occur over the expected life of the
facility?
Yes

No

Please explain.
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
The remaining questions refer to land use issues that NCTCOG feels are important for the
regional MSW facility application evaluation.
3.10

Describe any additional information that will be beneficial regarding how the
facility will be built and operated to be compatible with the current land uses of
adjacent properties. (Optional)
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
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3.11

Describe measures to minimize the impact from trash, odor and any other
potential nuisances related to your operation on surrounding land use.
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________

3.12

If the facility is a landfill, what will be the maximum fill height of the facility?
(Please provide a final contour map or graphic representation of the facility.)
__________________Feet above grade
When the maximum fill height is reached, how will the facility compare to the
general terrain of the area, within two miles of the facility boundary?
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________

3.13

Describe any measures that you will implement to screen and/or blend the facility
with surrounding features.
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________

3.14

Describe any landscaping measures that you will implement to improve the
aesthetics of the facility. (Please attach any landscaping plans.)
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________

Section 4: Regional Conformance
Another component of evaluating conformance includes how the facility will affect the
regional solid waste management goals of the North Central Texas Council of
Governments that are included in the regional solid waste management plan, See Less
Trash Regional Solid Waste Management Plan. In order to complete this evaluation,
please provide a description of how your facility will contribute to the attainment of these
goals.
In requesting this information, NCTCOG recognizes that individual facilities alone will
not be held responsible to achieve these regional goals. However, solid waste facilities
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represent an important component of a regional integrated solid waste management
system, and can contribute to the attainment of regional goals. Facilities will be expected
to make a good faith effort to contribute to the attainment of the regional solid waste
goals.
To assist in the completion of this section, examples of activities/programs that could be
implemented to assist in the attainment of these regional goals are listed for each of the
three goals. These examples are based directly on objectives included in the See Less
Trash Regional Solid Waste Management Plan. However, they are intended to only
serve as examples, as individual facilities need to determine how they will contribute to
regional goals.
Goal No. 1: Time to Recycle
The regional goal for Time to Recycle is that purchased materials are reused and recycled
wherever possible, while increasing waste prevention and reduction throughout the
region.
Examples for Facilities to Consider
 Assist in the development of outreach and education programs to facilitate longterm changes in attitudes about source reduction, reuse and recycling.
 Contribute to efforts to expand commercial recycling efforts by businesses and
governments across the region.
 Contribute to efforts to increase citizen participation in reuse and recycling
through the following types of programs:
 Facility has a drop-off site to accept materials for recycling; or
 Facility diverts clean loads of brush/yard waste for alternative uses (e.g.
mulching, composting, daily cover, surface stabilization for landfill traffic and
equipment due to wet conditions).
 Assist efforts to expand the collection and management of special waste, which
includes materials such as household hazardous waste, tires and sludge.
 Promote innovative technologies to reduce waste.
4.1
Please describe any services or activities that you can provide, or are currently
providing, to the region to assist with meeting this regional goal.
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
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__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
Goal No. 2: Stop Illegal Dumping
The regional goal for Stop Illegal Dumping is to see that illegal dumping is significantly
reduced in the North Central Texas region.
Examples for Facilities to Consider


Contribute to efforts to facilitate public awareness and education opportunities to
reduce littering and illegal dumping.



Use public awareness materials (e.g. signs, brochures, etc.) developed by
NCTCOG to help stop illegal dumping.



Participate in community clean-up efforts to reduce illegal dumping.



Support efforts to increase enforcement against illegal dumping crimes.

4.2

Please describe any services or activities that you can provide, or are currently
providing, to the region to assist with meeting this regional goal.
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________

Goal No. 3: Assuring Capacity for Trash
The regional goal for Assuring Capacity for Trash is that remaining waste be handled in a
safe manner at permitted facilities.
Examples for Facilities to Consider


Facility helps efforts to maintain a minimum of 10 years of capacity for that area
of the NCTCOG planning region.1


Landfills may specifically contribute to this by increasing capacity.

1

Capacity issues can be considered to demonstrate the need for a facility, but cannot be used as a basis
against a facility.
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Facility helps provide ample and convenient collection and disposal options in
rural and other underserved areas.


4.3

Transfer stations can contribute to this by providing more efficient
transportation to more distant landfills.

Facility provides opportunities for residents and other low volume customers
to dispose of solid waste in a convenient and affordable manner.

Please describe any services or activities that you can provide, or are currently
providing, to the region to assist with meeting this regional goal.
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
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Section 5: Certification
I certify that the information contained in this form is complete and accurate and that
the information in fact represents the MSW facility for which this entity is requesting
a TCEQ permit or registration.

________________________________________________________________________
Type or Printed Name of Applicant’s Chief Administrative Officer

________________________________________________________________________
Title of Chief Administrative Officer

________________________________________________________________________
Signature of Chief Administrative Officer
Date

NOTE:
Please complete this form as fully and as accurately as possible. Responses to
Sections 2 and 3 of the evaluation form that address the issue of land use
compatibility will be submitted to the Texas Commission on Environmental Quality
along with the NCTCOG’s regional review of MSW facility application
recommendation form.
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General Applicant Information
Applicant’s Name:
Mailing Address:
City, State, Zip Code:
Site Location
Address:
Zip Code:
Nearest City:
County:

____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________

Is this a new facility or an amendment to a current permit/registration?
New Facility

Amendment to current permit/registration

Is this a permit or a registration application?
Permit No. ____________

Registration No. ______________

1. Land Use Conformance Recommendation by NCTCOG
(Check one of the following four boxes and sub-boxes, if applicable.)
The committee defers to and accepts the local land use decision based on:
City Zoning Regulations

County Solid Waste Facility Ordinance

Attach supporting documentation from either city zoning regulations or county
solid waste facility ordinance.
The permit or registration conforms to the land use.
The committee recommends TCEQ approval of the permit or registration.
The committee recommends TCEQ approval with specific conditions
attached. (Attach additional information)
The permit or registration does not conform to the land use.
The committee recommends TCEQ denial of the permit or registration.
The committee recommends TCEQ withhold approval until specified
deficiencies are corrected. (Attach additional information)
The committee lacks sufficient information to make a qualified land use
conformance recommendation.
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2. Regional Plan Conformance Recommendation by NCTCOG
(Check one of the following three boxes and sub-boxes, if applicable.)
The permit or registration conforms to the regional plan.
The committee recommends TCEQ approval of the permit or registration.
The committee recommends TCEQ approval with specific conditions
attached. (Attach additional information)
The permit or registration does not conform to the regional plan.
The committee recommends TCEQ denial of the permit or registration.
The committee recommends TCEQ withhold approval until specified
deficiencies are corrected. (Attach additional information)
The committee lacks sufficient information to make a qualified regional
conformance recommendation.

______________________________________________________________________________________

Signature of NCTCOG Representative

___________________________________
Printed Name of NCTCOG Representative
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Appendix E
County Meeting Comments
E.1 Introduction
Following the development of the draft report, NCTCOG staff contacted elected
officials and staff at each of the 16 counties in the North Central Texas region to
determine their interest in discussing county level facility siting options with
NCTCOG staff and the project team. Based on these discussions, NCTCOG staff and
the project team met formally or informally with the following counties:


Ellis;



Hood;



Kaufman;



Navarro; and



Rockwall.

This appendix summarizes the results of these meetings concerning how each county
may like to proceed.

E.2 Ellis County
Following a presentation to the Ellis County Commissioners’ Court on March 28,
2005, county officials stated that they may have an interest in developing a county
siting ordinance in the future. County officials expressed the need to further evaluate
the issue within the county and to monitor efforts by Navarro County prior to deciding
whether they would specifically pursue adoption of an ordinance.

E.3 Hood County
As of the publication date of this report, the project team has not formally met with
Hood County. However, the project team has conducted initial discussions with Hood
County officials and staff. Based on these discussions, the county seems to have an
interest in considering this issue. The project team is coordinating with Hood County
officials to arrange for a time to present this issue to the Commissioners’ Court.
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E.4 Kaufman County
The project team presented this issue during the Environmental Law Conference in
Terrell on June 3, 2005 that was attended by Kaufman County officials and staff.
During this presentation, the project team provided an overview of options available to
Kaufman County. Following this presentation, Kaufman County officials and staff
have not indicated whether they have an interest in addressing this issue.

E.5 Navarro County
As a part of this study, the project team provided consulting services to assist Navarro
County in the development of a county siting ordinance. The results of this analysis
have been included in Appendix F of this report.

E.6 Rockwall County
Following a presentation to the Rockwall County Commissioners’ Court on March 28,
2005, county officials stated that they would not have an interest in developing a
county siting ordinance.
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Navarro County, Texas
Solid Waste Facility Siting Ordinance Case Study
1.1 General Description
North Central Texas Council of Governments (NCTCOG) under the direction of the
Texas Commission on Environmental Quality (TCEQ) has been instructed to develop
a regional conformance evaluation process that addresses land use issues and local
community concerns related to the siting of solid waste facilities in the region. The
project team, in its research of options for implementation of the regional conformance
evaluation process, has determined that the adoption of county solid waste facility
siting ordinances (consistent with §364.012 of the Texas Health and Safety Code) is
currently the most viable option for integrating specific county land use into the
regional solid waste planning and decision making process. Where counties within the
region have adopted a local siting ordinance, NCTCOG will defer to the county
ordinance concerning land use when making facility conformance recommendations to
the TCEQ.
Navarro County, as part of the North Central Texas region, has taken initiative to
develop and adopt such an ordinance with technical and financial assistance from
NCTCOG. Using solid waste grant funds, NCTCOG retained the services of R. W.
Beck, Inc., in association with Chiang, Patel & Yerby, Inc., (project team), to assist
Navarro County. The ordinance will give the county greater control over potential
solid waste siting issues within its jurisdiction by allowing the county to prohibit the
disposal of municipal or industrial solid waste within the county where disposal would
represent a threat to public health, safety or welfare.
The county solid waste facility siting ordinance will designate particular areas of the
county in which the disposal of municipal or industrial solid waste is not prohibited.
To accomplish this, there is a need to identify areas that are either suitable or not
suitable for the disposal of solid waste based on a variety of public health, safety and
land use criteria. The ordinance cannot be used to prohibit the siting of solid waste
facilities throughout the entire county and, therefore, will specifically designate one or
more areas within the jurisdiction where municipal or industrial waste disposal is
permissible.
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1.2 Implementation Process
The project team, in coordination with staff from NCTCOG and Navarro County, used
the following process in the development and implementation of the Navarro County
siting ordinance.


Conducted preliminary research to identify potentially relevant siting issues for
Navarro County including legal, public health and safety and land use concerns.



Held meeting with County staff and officials to review potential siting issues and
discuss additional criteria for siting of solid waste facilities.



Performed GIS land use analysis based on criteria of exclusionary areas, public
health, safety, welfare, county land use patterns and expected future development.



Produced maps based on the GIS analysis identifying areas of the county as either
suitable or unsuitable for the development of solid waste facilities.



Met with County staff and officials to review findings and further develop
recommendations for areas considered suitable for siting of solid waste facilities.

1.2.1 Preliminary Research
In our preliminary research, the project team identified all Texas counties that
currently have a solid waste facility siting ordinance. Each of these existing ordinances
were reviewed to determine the particular criteria and standards utilized in their
development. Based on the review of existing ordinances, our research into applicable
federal and state laws and our knowledge of common land use planning practices, the
project team identified the following categories of potential siting criteria to be
addressed in the development of Navarro County’s siting ordinance.

1.2.1.1 Exclusionary Criteria
Federal Subtitle D laws (40 CFR §258.10-15) outline a number of conditions under
which a site will be considered unsuitable for the disposal of municipal or industrial
solid waste. These conditions are referred to as exclusionary siting criteria and for the
purposes of this analysis include the following considerations:


Airport safety;



Floodplains;



Wetlands;



Fault areas;



Seismic impact zones; and



Unstable areas.

The Subtitle D criteria are closely linked to public health, safety and welfare and serve
as a logical staring point for the analysis.
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1.2.1.2 Land Use Criteria
It is also necessary to identify general areas of the county that are unsuitable for the
disposal of solid waste based on local development and land use characteristics. Both
current and future land use criteria should be utilized in this process to ensure that
potential solid waste facilities are sited in locations compatible not only with current
local development, but also with projected future development.
Current Land Use
Current land use criteria may include local characteristics such as: population density,
residential development, the locations of existing solid waste facilities and industries,
areas with a significant concentration of schools or churches, the locations of
recreational sites, historical sites, major roads, railroads, pipelines and
environmentally sensitive natural features. It should also include the delineation of
areas in which the county does not have jurisdiction (e.g. within the boundaries of a
city or its extraterritorial jurisdiction). These areas may need to be excluded from the
siting analysis.
Future Land Use
Future land use criteria may include factors such as: compatibility with proposed or
existing local development or open space plans, projected population growth rates and
the general directions of current and future development within the county.

1.3 Meeting with County Staff and Officials
Prior to beginning the analysis, the project team met with Navarro County staff and
officials to discuss the various federal exclusionary siting criteria and possible local
land use issues to be considered. The meeting provided valuable information on
specific local solid waste facility siting concerns that needed to be addressed in the
development of the county’s ordinance. It also allowed the project team to assess the
availability of local data sources and obtain those sources that would be helpful in the
siting analysis.
Based on this meeting, the project team identified the following local land use criteria
to be key issues in the development of Navarro County’s siting ordinance:


Environmental protection of the Richland-Chambers Reservoir and surrounding
areas;



Protection of Navarro Mills Lake and the surrounding area; and



Consideration of areas of projected future residential growth and development.

1.4 Facility Siting Analysis
The project team conducted the solid waste facility siting analysis for Navarro County
utilizing primarily GIS data and software. Our identification of suitable areas was
achieved through a process of elimination in which certain areas of the county were
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systematically identified as being unsuitable based on exclusionary criteria, public
health, safety, welfare, county land use patterns and expected future development.
Each area found to be unsuitable based on a particular criteria was shown as a layer on
a GIS map of the county. When all layers were simultaneously laid over the county,
the areas remaining represent areas of the county that are potentially suitable for the
siting of a solid waste facility.
Some data for Navarro County was difficult to obtain, particularly in a GIS compatible
format. 1 The scarcity of data presented certain challenges and limitations in our siting
analysis. However, the project team was able to gather and use data from a wide
variety of sources to conduct a planning-level GIS analysis that satisfactorily achieves
the county’s needs for the purposes of this siting ordinance.
The availability of data is likely to vary significantly among counties in the NCTCOG
region. Where data is limited, an accurate planning-level analysis can still be achieved
by making certain approximations for data as described in the following analysis.

1.4.1.1 Exclusionary Criteria
As mentioned previously, Federal Subtitle D laws outline several conditions under
which a site should be considered unsuitable for the disposal of municipal solid waste.
These exclusionary conditions include:


Airport safety;



Floodplains;



Wetlands;



Fault areas;



Seismic impact zones; and



Unstable areas.

The project team researched each of these issues as they apply to Navarro County. Our
research and conclusions are discussed in detail in the following sections.
Airports
Under Federal Subtitle D location restrictions, solid waste facilities should generally
not be located within 10,000 feet of any airport that is utilized by jet aircraft. This
requirement was designed to improve airport safety by reducing the likelihood of bird
hazards that may damage aircraft and cause injury to occupants.
Navarro County currently has one airport, Corsicana Municipal Airport, which is
located just southeast of the center of the county and receives jet aircraft. The project
team has identified the Corsicana Municipal Airport runway and a 10,000 foot buffer
around the runway as unsuitable for the siting of a solid waste facility based on the

1

GIS data sets published by a variety of governmental entities are currently not as readily available for
Navarro County as compared to many larger and more populous counties.
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standards outlined in Federal Subtitle D laws. Figure A.2 identifies the location of
Corsicana Municipal Airport and the 10,000 foot buffer.
Floodplains
In order to protect human health and the environment, solid waste facilities should
generally not be located within the 100-year floodplain. Navarro County, being home
to Richland-Chambers Reservoir and its numerous tributaries as well as being bound
on the east by the Trinity River, has a substantial amount of land lying within the 100year floodplain.
The Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) does not currently have
floodplains information for Navarro County available in a GIS format. Due to this
limitation, the project team consulted a printed FEMA map of floodplains. Based on a
review of the floodplains map, the project team generated a reasonable approximation
of Navarro County floodplains in GIS by placing a 2,500 foot buffer around all major
creeks in the county. This approximation was used in the siting analysis to simulate
county floodplains. Figure A.3 identifies the location of floodplains within the county.
Wetlands
Wetlands data for Navarro County are currently unavailable. The project team
consulted numerous resources including NCTCOG, Navarro County staff, U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and Tarrant Regional Water
District in attempts to locate county wetlands data. While a lack of available data has
necessitated that wetlands not be examined as part of the present analysis, the County
may wish to revise the analysis to incorporate any wetlands data that becomes
available in the future.
Fault Lines
Federal Subtitle D stipulates that solid waste facilities should not be located within
200 feet of a fault that has experienced displacement within the last 10,000 years.
Based on information from the Texas Bureau of Economic Geology, the three faults
located in Navarro County were last active between 65 million years and 145 million
years ago, and therefore, have no bearing on the siting of a solid waste facility within
the county.
Seismic Impact Zones and Unstable Areas
The project team has determined that Navarro County does not have any seismic
impact zones or unstable areas as defined by Federal Subtitle D.

1.4.1.2 Land Use Criteria
The project team worked closely with Navarro County staff and officials to identify
specific land use issues to be addressed in the solid waste facility siting analysis. Five
current land use criteria and two future land use criteria were identified as critical to
the Navarro County suitability analysis. The following sections describe each of the
selected suitability criteria and outline the project team’s research and analysis of each
issue. These criteria represent the siting issues that were most important for Navarro
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County based on specific local characteristics and concerns. Criteria selected by other
counties in this process should also be tailored to the particular location and may differ
from those identified by Navarro County.
Current Land Use Criteria
Areas Not Under County Jurisdiction
The first step in the land use portion of the siting suitability analysis was to exclude
from the suitable area those locations that do not fall under Navarro County’s
jurisdiction with respect to §364.012 of the Texas Health and Safety Code. This law
states that a siting ordinance cannot apply to areas of the county located within a
municipality or the extraterritorial jurisdiction (ETJ) of a municipality. Therefore, all
municipalities and ETJs were eliminated from the suitability analysis because the
county ordinance is not legally applicable to facility siting decisions in those locations.
Figure A.4 identifies the extent of all city limits and ETJs within the county.
Population Density
The project team used GIS data to analyze population densities within Navarro
County. Areas found to have higher population densities and greater residential
development were considered to be unsuitable for the location of solid waste facilities.
To conduct the analysis, the project team used U.S. Census data to identify county
Census tracts with population densities greater than 50 people per square mile. This
particular figure was selected based on two primary factors: 1) the figure represents a
natural break in the population density data for the county; and 2) areas of the county
where population densities are currently greater than 50 people per square mile
correspond closely with areas in which county officials project significant future
growth and development will occur.
While the project team recognizes that 50 people per square mile is a relatively low
population density, approximately 75 percent of Navarro County has a density of less
than that figure. These lower density areas are more suitable for solid waste facilities
than those where growth has occurred and is expected to continue into the future.
A total of five Census tracts, closely corresponding to those areas in and around the
City of Corsicana, were eliminated from the suitable area based on this criterion.
Figure A.5 identifies those areas with a population density greater than 50 people per
square mile.
Richland-Chambers Reservoir
The Richland-Chambers Reservoir and surrounding areas are important features of
Navarro County that warrant special public health and development protections. The
reservoir serves as a drinking water source for many cities in the North Central Texas
region and is a popular local recreational amenity. For these reasons, the state
legislature (under §231.074 of the Texas Local Government Code) has given the
county authority to exercise certain zoning powers in areas within 5,000 feet of the
reservoir.
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In response to county staff’s identification of the reservoir as an area of primary
concern, the project team utilized GIS to generate a 5,000 foot buffer around the
Richland-Chambers Reservoir and eliminated this region from the suitable area based
on its environmental sensitivity. The Tarrant County Water Control inundation area,
extending northward from the reservoir along Richland Creek, and a 5,000 foot buffer
around that area were also excluded from suitable areas since Navarro County’s
zoning authority extends into these sensitive locations as well. Figure A.6 identifies
the unsuitable areas surrounding the Richland-Chambers Reservoir.
Navarro Mills Lake
Navarro Mills Lake is another environmentally sensitive feature of Navarro County.
The majority of the County’s drinking water originates from the lake, making its
protection of particular importance to public health and safety. In recognition of the
importance of protecting Navarro Mills Lake and the surrounding areas, the project
team utilized GIS to generate a 5,000 foot buffer around the lake and removed the
selected region from the suitable area. Figure A.6 identifies the unsuitable areas
surrounding Navarro Mills Lake.
Trinity River
The Trinity River, which runs along the eastern border of Navarro County, is also a
significant environmental feature that warrants public health and safety protections
due to the fact that it serves as a drinking water source for certain downstream
customers. In recognition of the importance of protecting the quality of the Trinity
River and those lands directly adjacent to it, the project team utilized GIS to generate a
5,000 foot buffer around the river and removed the selected region from the suitable
area. Figure A.6 identifies the unsuitable areas surrounding the Trinity River.
Parks and Open Space
While there is no GIS data available detailing the locations of all current Navarro
County parks, the project team reviewed a printed map of county parks and
determined that all current and proposed parks are located within areas that have
previously been identified as unsuitable based on other criteria. 2 Should additional
parks or open space be planned or proposed in other areas of the County, this siting
analysis may need to be adjusted to exclude new parks and open space areas from the
suitable area.
Future Land Use Criteria
Recent School District Enrollment Patterns
The project team utilized recent school district enrollment data as an indicator of
ongoing population and residential development changes within various areas of the
county. A comparison of total student enrollment data from 2000-2005, for each of the
seven independent school districts within the county, provided a measurable indicator
2

All current and proposed county parks are located either within a city’s corporate limits or within the
5,000 foot buffer around Richland-Chambers Reservoir or Navarro Mills Lake.
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of those areas of the county which are currently experiencing the largest share of
residential population growth.
Navarro County: Total Student Enrollment by School District, 2000-2005
Average %
Year
change over
District
00-01
01-02
02-03
03-04
04-05
last 5 yrs
Blooming Grove
Corsicana
Dawson
Frost
Kerens
Mildred
Rice

749
5,274
492
408
709
624
590

811
5,460
166
396
716
622
616

842
5,476
176
416
705
653
680

917
5,480
160
415
734
668
647

901
5,527
157
393
728
675
673

3.8%
0.9%
-20.4%
-0.7%
0.5%
1.6%
2.7%

Source: Texas Education Agency; http://www.tea.state.tx.us/index.html.

For the purposes of this analysis, school districts with average annual enrollment
growth of 2 percent of greater over the last five years were considered to be unsuitable
for the location of solid waste facilities. Consequently, the areas corresponding with
two local school districts, Blooming Grove ISD and Rice ISD, were eliminated from
the suitable area based on this criterion. Figure A.7 identifies these unsuitable areas.
County Growth and Development Patterns
Navarro County staff and officials have identified several additional areas of the
county where future residential and commercial growth and development are expected
to occur. Particular areas identified for future growth include:


Northern Navarro County from the City of Corsicana to the Ellis County line.



Areas immediately south and southeast of the City of Corsicana and around the
Richland-Chambers Reservoir.



Along IH-45 and US 287.



Areas located in the northwestern and southeastern portions of the county.

The project team has utilized this information to produce GIS layers approximating
the projected areas of future growth and development. These areas were eliminated
from the suitable area. Figure A.8 identifies those areas of the county where
significant future growth and development are expected to occur.

1.4.1.3 Maps Identifying Suitable and Unsuitable Areas
The final result of this process of elimination is a map detailing the suitable and
unsuitable areas for the location of a solid waste facility in Navarro County. Figure
A.9 identifies these suitable and unsuitable areas.
It is important to remember that this is a planning level analysis designed to assist the
County in identifying areas that are expected to be most suitable as the location for a
solid waste facility based on selected criteria for exclusionary areas, public health,
safety, welfare, county land use patterns and expected future development. This map is
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not intended to imply that all locations within the suitable area will necessarily be
appropriate as the site for a solid waste facility.
The map in Figure 1.9 is designed to serve as the basis for Navarro County’s solid
waste facility siting ordinance. Both the process that the project team has used in
defining suitable and unsuitable areas and the development of a GIS map as the basis
for the ordinance represent a somewhat different approach than has been utilized by
other Texas counties. However, the project team believes that the methods employed
in this analysis are more comprehensive, objective and defensible than many of the
methods previously utilized in the development of county solid waste facility siting
ordinances and can be easily adapted to other counties in the NCTCOG region.

1.5 Next Steps
The next step for Navarro County is to develop and adopt an ordinance in accordance
with §364.012 of the Texas Health and Safety Code based on the analysis included in
this document. Information concerning how to develop and adopt an ordinance is
available in Section 3 of NCTCOG’s “Regional and Local Review of Municipal Solid
Waste Facility Permits and Registrations.”
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